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A b s t r a c t  

Foley [I9771 established a model of phonology whose goal was to 
determine the finite set of universal rules and the conditions on 
their application, thereby accounting for facts in a wide range of 
languages. Whithin this model, syncope and apocope have been 
analyzed as distinct rules whose conditions were parameterized and 
therefore adjustable in individual languages; however, the same 
conditions needed to be stated for distinct rules, providing an 
argument for reference to a higher level of organization. 

The relevant domain is the syllable. The conditions on vowel 
deletion rules can be reanalyzed as properties of syllable structure. 
Vowel deletion must be constrained in some way so that it 
generates a set of syllable structures which can be licensed legally. 

The formal mechanism which accounts for the blocking effect of 
vowel deletion when illegal syl\able structure is generated is 
attributed to a set of syllable structure constraints and their. 
associated repair strategies, as outlined in the Theory of 
Constraints and Repair Strategies. Vowel deletion is analyzed as 
delinking between the segmental and timing tiers, followed by 
deletion of an unlicensed vowel. The set of pertinent syllable 
structure contraints and repairs intervenes between delinking and 
unlicensed segment deletion, and the vowel thus remains available 
for repairs to be implemented. 

Chapter 2 reinterprets vowel deletion as delinking, and examines 
constraints on delinked structure pertaining to accent and vowel 
quality. Chapter 3 examines facts concerning sonorants, and chapter 
4 facts about consonant clusters, demonstrating that their role in 
vowel deletion relates to the licensing of sonorants and of single 
consonants in new syllable structures. Chapter 5 provides support 
for repairs by examining several different repair strategies. 
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1. introduction 

This thesis continues the research program first described in 
detail in Foley [1977]. In the theory outlined there, it is proposed 
that there is a finite set of universal phonological rules. Each 
phonological rule is governed by a set of conditions. Conditions 
themselves are parameterized; that is, each language specifies 
values on the conditions which must be met if the rule is to apply 

For example, given a condition which states that vowels can be 
i e 

ranked as (,, o ,  a) with respect to the application of different 

phonological rules, the theory predicts that in any particular 
language i and u may delete, and i, u, 8, and Q may delete, but in no 
language will g and Q delete without i and also deleting. 

Following this research program, McFetridge [ I  9891 defined 
syncope and apocope as universal processes and elaborated three 
conditions on their application: 

1) the quality of the vowel. Unstressed vowels elide in . 

preference to stressed vowels and vowels lower in ranking 
delete in preference to those higher; 

2) the lumber of preceding consonants. Vowels delete after a 
single consonant in preference to consonant clusters; 

3) the sonority of the preceding consonant, and the sonority 
gradient of the preceding consonant cluster. Vowels delete 
after a sonorant in preference to a nonsonorant and after a 
cluster of consonants with a decreasing sonority sequence 
in preference to one with an increasing sonority sequence 
(i.e. after a in preference to fi). 

Research outside this tradition has argued for the syllable as a 
unit of higher phonological organization, and has shown that 
significant generalizations can be stated in terms of this unit. The 
goal of this thesis is to bring the syllable into the research 
paradigm established by Foley. The conditions on vowel deletion 
established by McFetridge will be reinterpreted as conditions on 
syllable structure. These conditions, particularly those in 2) and 3), 
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are conditions which also figure in descriptions of syllable 
structure. For example, Vennemann's [I9881 Coda Law claims a 
preference for codas which have a decreasing sonority sequence, the 
type of coda which vowel deletion preferentially creates. One 
advantage of expressing these conditions at the level of the syllable 
is that they can be stated once and removed from the many rules 
which they apparently govern. 

The overall strategy will be to reanalyze conditions on application 
of rules to conditions on legal and illegal output where legality is 
expressed in terms of syllable structure. This reanalysis creates a 
formal problem. The analysis requires that a rule is blocked from 
applying if the syllable structure which it creates is illegal. 
However, structure cannot be evaluated as legal or illegal unless it 
is created and it can only be created if the rule which should be 
blocked actually applies. 

This formal problem is addressed by the Theory of Constraints and 
Repair Strategies [Paradis, 1988a; 1988b; Lacharite and Paradis, 
19931. In this model, constraints express phonological well- 
formedness, and violations of them must undergo a repair to 
alleviate the constraint violation. The theory does not require 
immediate deletion of information. Consequently, rules which create 
illegal structure can be "undone" or repaired in some other manner. 
It will be demonstrated that facts about vowel deletion in particular 
languages can be analyzed as constraints on syllable structure and 
repairs of structures created by vowel deletion which are not 
licensed by the language. 

It will be argued that vowel deletion is delinking of the 
association line between segmental and timing tiers, followed by 
deletion of the unlicensed vowel. Before this last step, the set of 
syllable structure constraints operating in the language and their 
associated repairs apply, and it will be argued that the unlicensed 
vowel remains available for repair when a constraint is violated, 
explaining in many cases the apparent blocking of vowel deletion by 
the conditions in 2) and 3) above. 



It will be shown that the relevant constraints are parameterized 
in much the same way as are rules in the theory of Foley [1977]; 
each language specifies a value on a constraint which determines 
the range of permissible structures. Languages may also differ in 
their particular inventory of constraints. 

Chapter 2 will show how vowel deletion rules are to be 
reformulated in autosegmental phonology. It will interpret the 
conditions on the deleting vowel noted by McFetridge as constraints 
on delinked structure. 

Chapter 3 and 4 will interpret the environmental conditions on the 
syncope and apocope rules as constraints pertaining to syllable 
structure. Chapter 3 will examine phenomena relating to sonorants, 
and chapter 4 facts about consonant clusters. Chapter 5 will provide 
additional evidence for repair strategies. 



2. An Autosegmental Interpretation of Vowel Deletion 

2.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, vowel deletion will be analyzed as an 

autosegmental process, and the conditions and constraints governing 
deletion will be examined in detail. Emphasis will be placed on 
describing the universal aspects of vowel deletion, and data from a 
number of languages will be examined. 

The syllabic model of phonology used in thesis is the X-tier model 
[Goldsmith, 19901. It consists of a set of tiers and the labeled 
constituents of those tiers. The syllabic tier has the single 
constituent S (syllable); its constituents are 0 (onset) and R 
(rhyme), the latter consisting of N (nucleus) and an optional C (coda). 
Instead of the constituents C and V in Clements and Keyser's [I9831 
model, X is used in their place, representing timing units without 
vocalic or consonantal specifications.' Associated with each 
skeletal slot are the feature specifications for a segment; however, 
C, V or letters will be used as an abbreviation for them throughout 
the thesis. Association lines link the elements of different tiers, 
creating fully syllabified structures. 

The model has been further elaborated in the Theory of Constraints 
and Repair Strategies (TCRS) [Paradis, 1988a, 1988b; Lacharite and 
Paradis, 19931. Here, emphasis is given to constraints and repairs to 
constraint violations as opposed to phonological rules. Phonological 
rules are permitted wide application and apply without reference to 
environment. Constraints monitor the output of rules for agreement 
with phonotactic and other constraints and repair any violations. 

In multilinear theories of the syllable, prosodic licensing requires 
that all elements be a member of some syllable (unless they are 
marked as contingently extrasyllabic) [Goldsmith, 1990; Kenstowicz, 
19941. Unless a language provides mechanisms for resyllabifying 

l Selkirk 11 9841 and Goldsmith 11 9901 show that the function of elements as 
consonants or vowels is predictable from syllable position, and it is therefore 
redundant to specify positions as C or V. 
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unlicensed units, they are deleted by the principles of the theory. For 
example, the convention proposed by Paradis [ I  988al deletes 
unlicensed X-slots: 

Segmental Licensing: 
A timing unit (a slot) must be attached to a segment or be 
deleted (no floating slot). 

In particular, segments which are not fully licensed fail to appear 
phonetically. Unlicensed segments are either deleted through stray 
erasure [Kenstowicz, 19941, or they remain but are phonetically 
uninterpreted [Piggott, 19911. It is still undecided which alternative 
is correct. 

The analysis presented here treats vowel deletion as delinking of 
association lines between the X tier and the segmental tier. By the 
Principle of Licensing, vowels which can remain delinked will not be 
phonetically interpreted. However, delinking of the X-tier and 
segmental tier can create violations of phonotactic and other 
constraints. Violations can be repaired by relinking unassociated 
elements or by deleting them. 

In general, vowel deletion will be interpreted as context-free 
delinking between the X-slot and the segment. Language particular 
constraints and the principles of the theory will determine whether 
delinking is legal and if not, how it is to be repaired. 

In this chapter, I will give a sketch of vowel deletion in the TCRS 
paradigm. Section 2.3 demonstrates how the observations made by 
Foley [I9771 and McFetridge [I9891 on conditions on vowel quality 
can be incorporated into this account of vowel deletion. Subsequent 
chapters will discuss environmental conditions on vowel deletion 
and the role of syllable structure. 

2.2. Interpretation of Vowel Deletion 
In this thesis, vowel deletion is interpreted as a single operation, 

that of delinking the vowel from its timing slot. The unlicensed 
constituents are deleted by principles governing syllable structure. 



The operations of interest here include delinking, unlicensed node 
deletions, and unlicensed segment deletion. 

Delinking between the vowel and its associated timing slot is a 
context-free rule, and is the catalyst for other operations: 

Vowel Del ink ing 

The X node is not fully licensed after delinking, and is subject to 
deletion: 

Skeletal Deletion: 
A timing slot which is not associated with a segment is 
deleted. 

This principle is derived from the Segmental Licensing convention of 
Paradis [1988a]. Particular languages may forestall deletion of the 
timing slot by reassociating it with another segment. This is the 
standard analysis of compensatory lengthening. 

I assume that delinking and deletion of the nuclear skeletal slot 
are the catalysts for resyllabification of consonants within the 
syllable. This will be addressed in subsequent chapters. 

After delinking, the vowel on the segmental level is also 
unlicensed and subject to deletion. 

Segment Deletion 
Segments which are unassociated with a timing slot are 
deleted. 



I assume here, following Kenstowicz [1994], that unlicensed 
segments are deleted, rather than remaining phonetically 
uninterpreted. 

Skeletal Deletion and Segment Deletion are separate operations 
and do not occur simultaneously. Unlicensed nodes above the X-tier 
are also deleted. Nuclear Skeletal Deletion triggers resyllabification 
of consonants within the syllable, yet the vowel remains available 
for repairs where necessary. 

The flexibility of the model lies in the fact that Segment Deletion 
occurs as a "last resort", and other rules or processes can occur 
before it to rescue the segment from deletion [Kenstowicz, 19941. 
Constraints on certain delinked structures can precede it, as well as 
repairs to constraint violations. It will be shown that this system is 
necessary to account for vowel deletion and its interaction with 
syllable structure. 

In the TCRS framework, as in other phonological theories, a 
constraint is a restriction on the phonological shape of an output.* 
Constraints delimit universal or language-specific generalizations 
that account for the phonological elements and structures in a 
language [LaCharite and Paradis, 19931. Languages differ from one 
another by their constraint repertoires. Further, language-specific 
constraints are linked to Universal Grammar, which is claimed to 
consist of universal principles (universal constraints) and 
parameters for phonological content and structure [Paradis, 1988b; 
LaCharite and Paradis, 19931. 

Constraint violations are fixed by repairing them. A repair is 
defined as: 

A repair strategy as opposed to a rule is an operation that 
applies to ,a phonological unit or structure in order to repair 
the violation of a structural or segmental phonological 
constraint of universal or language-particular type. [Paradis, 
l988a p. 711 

2See Paradis and Nikiema [I9931 and Lacharite and Paradis [I9931 for reviews on 
the use of constraints in phonology. 
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Both constraints and repairs can refer either to segments or to 
structures. Repairs are context-free for the context is determined 

by the constraint which justifies a repair's application. TCRS claims 
that a well-formed representation must conform to all the active 
constraints of the language, and that the needs of all constraints are 
met through the mechanism of repair [Lac harite and Paradis, 19931. 

The TCRS presents a solution to a formal problem inherent in 
explanations which refer to the phonotactics. Consider the 
Roussillonnais dialect of Catalan where initial schwa is elided in 
some words and retained in others, for instance fret& 'wildness' < Latin 
feritiite but 5 ~ 9 6 ~  'sure' < L. securu [Fouche,l980]. Elsewhere in the 
grammar, the description of syllable structure states that fr is a 
legal syllable initial cluster, but =is not. This fact can be used to 
explain the failure of schwa deletion in securu. Vowel deletion is 
blocked if the resulting consonant cluster is illegal. 

The formal problem is that in order to block the rule, its output 
must be evaluated and, of course, in order to examine the output of a 
rule, the rule must have actually applied. In the case of Catalan, in 
order to determine that vowel deletion is blocked in segbrt, ssbn is 
evaluated as illegal. However, at this point the original vowel is 
lost. 

The TCRS permits rules to alter syllable structure without 
immediately deleting elements in the structure. If the resulting 

structure is illegal, unlicensed elements are reassociated by repair 
strategies. If the resulting structure is legal, the unlicensed 
elements can be suppressed. 

2.3. Syncope, Apocope and Apheresis as Distinct Processes 
Before presenting an account of vowel deletion in multi-linear 

phonology, evidence will be presented to illustrate that syncope, 
apocope and apheresis are distinct phenomena. While the term vowel 
deletion is used informally to refer to the three processes, they are 
nevertheless separate processes, and have traditionally been 
considered so. 

The importance of distinguishing among different vowel deletion 
processes is that they apparently share many features, in particular 
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conditions on the environments in which they apply. The appearance 
of the same conditions in different rules requires explanation. In 
this thesis, it will be argued that these are not conditions on the 
deletion rules per se but are instead conditions on the syllable 
structure which these rules create. 

They are loosely defined as the following: 

1. Syncope: the elision of .an unaccented medial vowel. 
2. Apocope:  the elision of an unaccented final vowel. 
3. Apheresis :  the elision of an unaccented initial vowel. 

The evidence supporting the claim that these are distinct 
phonological processes comes from a number of quarters: first, some 
languages have only one of the above processes, for example syncope 
but no apocope or apheresis; second, deletion rules occurring in a 
single language may have different conditions on their application; 
third, an ordering paradox arises in at least one language (Old 
English) if syncope and apocope are considered one process; and 
fourth, syncope and apocope take place in different environments in 
some languages. 

Regarding the first argument, some languages have syncope but no 
apocope, and others have apocope but no syncope, which suggests 
that they are distinct processes. 

Languages with syncope but no apocope include Klamath and Syrian 
Arabic. For instance, in Klamath, elision of the medial, but not the 
final, vowel occurs, illustrated in the following data: 

'pa-pag-a > papga 'bark' (distributed) 
*so-1t'oq'-a > soltq'a 'thumps oneself with finger and thumb' 
*wlelq-ebli > wlelqbli 'arranges again' 

Syrian Arabic also exhibits the preferential effacement of a medial 
vowel over a final one: 

*btaskoni > btaskni 'you (0 dwell' 
(cf. btaskon 'you (m) dwell') 

*tasarrofo > tasarrfo 'his behaviour' 
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(cf. Jasarrof 'behaviour') 

Con I, other languages have apocope but no syncope, such a 
Lardil, an Australian language, and Romanian. In Romanian, for 
instance, medial u is retained while final u is ap~copa ted :~  

hi! 
final u 

Romanlan 
ursu urs 

Gloss 
bear 

tempu timp time 
quando c k d  when 
ventu vint wind 

but, 
medial u niasculu mascur male 

lingula lingur; spoon 
singulu singur single 
flamula flamur; banner 

In the latter examples, both the ultimate and the penultimate 
syllables were unaccented in Latin; however the final vowel is 
preferentially lost. 

Similarly Lardil does not undergo syncope; this is particularly 
obvious in reduplicated words, such as the following: 

*kantukantu > kantukan 'red' 
*karwakarwa > karwakar 'wattle' 
*pantjipantji > pantjipan 'hat' 

In the last example, the last consonant of the final cluster is lost 
after apocope has occurred [Hale, 19731. 

Of course, a number of languages have more than one deletion rule 
applying. For instance, in Northern Greek and in Lesbian Greek, the 
unaccented vowels i and are elided in any position [Thumb, 19121: 

[i] q ~ c 3 v o  > o ~ d v o  'I lift up' 

h ~ o v ~ d r p l  > h~ovzdrp 'lion' 
[u] v a  eyhdrcys > v d  8hdrc 'be on your guard' 

x&vpy > lrdv 'above' 

31n a few isolated cases, elision of medial 1 occurred in Latin [Nandris, 19631. 
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Portuguese, Spanish and French are other languages where both 
syncope and apocope have occurred historically. 

Since some languages have apocope but no syncope, and others have 
syncope but no apocope, it is not predictable which deletion process 
will occur in a given language. This lack of predictability suggests 
that they are indeed distinct processes. 

The second argument for their distinctiveness comes from the fact 
that, in a number of languages where both syncope and apocope 
occur, the conditions governing deletion are different. This topic 
will be treated in the next section, where it will be shown that 
French post-tonic syncope elides a whereas apocope does not. Again, 
this suggest that syncope and apocope are separate processes. 

The third argument involves a rule ordering paradox in Old English. 
McFetridge [I9891 suggests that syncope and apocope are separate 
processes in Old English because syncope fails to elide an 
etymologically long vowel whereas apocope does elide such vowels; 
thus *word+b becomes word, but *costere becomes costere 'tempter' with 
shortening of the long vowel. To derive these words correctly, 
syncope and apocope must be treated as separate processes; the only 
workable solution orders syncope before apocope, with vowel 
shortening intervening between the two: 

costere word-b 
I t  I, Syncope: v + 0 

costere wordu V + V  
word Apocope: v + 0 

If the two elision rules are treated as the same process (loss of a 
short vowel), the order elision/vowel shortening incorrectly derives 
cwordu; the reverse order vowel shortening/elision incorrectly 
derives Ccostre; therefore syncope and apocope are separate 
processes. 

McFetridge also shows that apocope and syncope apply in different 
environments in Old English. Apocope applies after muta cum liquida 
clusters, as in ' tunalu > *tuna1 > tuna01 'tongue', whereas syncope does 
not, evident in *frefride > frefrede 'comfort'. 



However the other arguments do in fact suggest that syncope and 
apocope are separate processes. Furthermore, evidence exists to 
suggest that syncope is divisible into two rules, pre-tonic and post- 
tonic, to be discussed in a subsequent section. 1 will assume that 
apheresis is a process distinct from syncope by virtue of the fact 
that apheresis rules in Catalan and Rumansch require reference to 
the sonority of the following consonant, unlike syncope rules which 
often require reference to preceding sonorant; since they require 
different conditons on their application, I assume that they are 
distinct rules. These facts about syncope, apocope and apheresis 
will need to be reflected in any treatment of vowel deletion which 
attempts to capture the universality of the phenomenon. 

2.4. Accentuation and Quality of the Eliding Vowel 
In the analysis presented here, vowel deletion is interpreted as a 

phonological rule delinking vocalic segments from their X-slot, 
followed by two major constraints on certain phonological 
structures. One constraint invalidates delinking in accented 
syllables; the second invalidates delinking depending on the quality 
of the vocalic segment. Constraints involving syllable structure also 
take effect after delinking, but this is the topic of subsequent 
chapters. 

Structures violating constraints are repaired by relinking the 
vowel with its X-slot. Unassociated X-slots are deleted by Paradis' 
Segmental Licensing Principle (no floating slots). Unattached 
segments are deleted by Piggott's Principle of Licensing (no floating 
segments). 

Certain vowels are targeted for deletion, namely unaccented 
vowels, and vowels of a particular quality. These two phenomena are 
treated as conditions on the application of the syncope and apocope 
rules in in McFetridge's treatment; here they will be interpreted as 
constraints on particular structures. 



2.4.1. Accentuation 
Unaccented vowels are elided in preference to accented vowels in 

the world's  language^.^ Elements which carry the primary word 
accent are not deleted, and this can be expressed in nonlinear 
phonology by a structural constraint. 

McFetridge [I9891 accounted for this phenomenon in his analysis of 
syncope and apocope as universal phonological processes by devising 
a parameter (sigma) to indicate the relative strength of accented 
and unaccented elements, reproduced below: 

Accented elements are stronger than unaccented ones, and therefore 
more resistant to elision. 

Elision is a weakening process; as such, it is subject to Foley's 
Inertial Development Principle [ I  9771, which states that any 
weakening process will preferentially apply to weak elements. 
Therefore an unaccented vowel will be elided in preference to a 
stronger accented one. 

McFetridge incorporates this condition on elision into his 
universal rules for syncope and apocope as, 

4 ~ o  distinction will be made in this thesis between languages with stress or pitch 
accent. It is sometimes claimed that vowel deletion affects stress languages only, but 
Szemerenyi [A9641 disputes this. He finds about three dozen examples of vowel 
elision from Pre-Classical Greek, at a time when the language still had pitch accent; 
for example, 

q 'AUBOV > q'kBov 'go' (aorist indicative) 
*Bdpuvos > Bapvos 'bush, shrub' 
x~hCBpov > xUBpov 'a measure of land' 

He also points to vowel deletion in Lithuanian, a language with pitch accent, as in, 
karavojus > karvOjus 'cake' 
pasakui > paskui 'after' 
Sulinys > Suknys 'well' 



where V1 refers to the eliding vowel; its sigma value a must be less 
than or equal to some number C, whose parochial value is specified 
for any given language. When C I 1, unaccented vowels are elided, the 
typical case in the world's languages. 

In an autosegmental approach, accentuation can be handled by a 
structural constraint. As decribed in section 2.2, deletion is 
analyzed as delinking of the segment from its timing slot. However, 
I assume that stressed vowels may not remain delinked; I further 
assume that they violate a particular constraint, the Accented 
Vowel Constraint: 

Accented Vowel Constraint 

Repair is implemented by relinking the vowel and the X-slot: 

Vowel Re 

*X 

I ,  
J 

linking Repair Strategy 

Vowel Relinking applies to repair the constraint violation, and does 
not apply to structures which do not violate the constraint. 

The rationale behind overgenerating Vowel Delinking, followed by 
relinking of stressed vowels, is to eliminate as much context as 
possible from phonological rules, and to permit constraints to 
determine the permissibility of the ensuing structures, where 
repairs mend impermissible structures [Paradis, l988a, l988b; 
~ a ~ h a r i t 6  and Paradis, 19931. 

In the case where Vowel Delinking does not violate the Accented 
Vowel Constraint, the X-slot is deleted by Skeletal Deletion and the 



vowel by Segment Deletion. Constituents at levels above X are also 
deleted. 

In this model, Segment Deletion corresponds to the traditional 
term vowel deletion; however, a series of important operations, 
including delinking, constraints, repairs and node erasures, precede 
i t .  

An illustrative example is Portuguese &'bad' c L. male. Vowel 
delinking affects both vowels: 

The first rhyme is in violation of the Accented Vowel Constraint: 



The representation above is not well-formed since it does not 
conform to the relevant constraint, and it must therefore undergo 
the repair strategy of Vowel Relinking: 

An important point to note is that it is necessary to retain 
structure so that repairs can be carried out; in other words, 
Delinking must be a separate operation from Skeletal Deletion, 
otherwise the X-node would not be present for the repair strategy to 
reassociate it with the vocalic segment. 

The final unlicensed X is elided by Skeletal Deletion: 

The final unlicensed vowel is elided by Segment Deletion: 



This is the step that corresponds to the traditional term vowel 
deletion. 

Resyllabification of the final consonant must occur, as well as 
elimination of the higher nodes, to yield monosyllabic mal. The 
principles of resyllabification will be discussed in detail in 
subsequent chapters. 

This derivation illustrates how conditions on application of 
phonological rules can instead be described as constraints on 
syllable structure and repair of illegal structure. 

2.4.2. Vowel Quality 

A phenomenon noted in many languages is that some but not 
necessarily all of a language's inventory of vowels may be lost 
through vowel deletion. This will be accomodated by a constraint 
which forbids a delinked structure containing a vowel of a certain 
quality, triggering repair by the Vowel Relinking Repair Strategy 
given above. 

In a linear model, this problem is treated as another condition on 
the eliding vowel. 

2.4.2.1. Data 
One of the contributions of Foley [I9771 is the observation that the 

elements belonging to a natural class, such as vowels, do not behave 
equally with respect to phonological processes. This is the case 
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with vowel deletion in many languages, where certain vowels are 
targeted for elision, depending of their quality. Some examples of 
this phenomenon follow. 

In Northern Greek, i and II are elided in any position whereas other 
vowels remain. This is true for Lesbian Greek also [Thumb, 19121. 
Examples are, 

[i] ~ K ~ M I I  > o~c3vo 'I lift up' 

h~ov~drpl  > htov~cip 'lion' 
[u] v a  0jlhciSqs > V& 0hdlc 'be on your guard' 

lcdrvpy > lcdv 'above' 

The mid vowels do not elide but undergo reduction to the 
corresponding high vowels: 

[el E'K~vTQX > ~6vTlplv 'he approached' 

a > d (unstressed) 'in, into' 

[o] ( P ~ ~ P & W &  > cpd~pouo~ 'grew' 
nib > sco.ils (unstressed) 'how?' 

j and u behave in a parallel fashion with deletion, and g and Q do with 
reduction. 

The same pattern of deletion can be seen in Macedonian Romanian 
apocope, where final i and u are elided; Q raises to u before apocope 
applies and thus elides, but g and a remain [WeigandJ 8881: 

Latin Mac. Romanian Gloss 
anni (pl.) an years 
caballi (pl.) kal horses 

u - caballu (sg.) kal horse 
annu (sg.) an year 

o > u hama > 'homu om man 

but, 
G nomen nlime name 

habere avetlre to have 
a - a1 ba hlbi white 

herba Carbi grass 



In the Western Romance languages, a pattern of deletion in the set 
of vowels {i, a, u, Q, a} is observed among several languages. In 
Portuguese, i and Q are lost both medially and finally whereas u, Q 

and a remain [Williams, 19621. Some syncope examples are given 
below: 

Latin 
i - molinibiu 

rnanica 
e - artnibiu 

verecundia 

but, 
P saliitae 

tabula 
Q colbriitu 

praecbnari 
B stomachu 

miriibilia 

.Bmu= 
moleiro ( *molneiro 
manga 
arneiro 
vergonha 

saudar 
tiibua 
OP coorado, mod. corado 
pregoar 
estbmago 
maravilha 

Gloss 
miller 
sleeve 
sandy soil 
shame 

greet 
table 
ruddy 
proclaim 
stomach 
marvel 

The same pattern of preferential deletion can be found in the 
apocope data. 

In Spanish, syncope elides all vowels but a (Spanish apocope 
deletes just two vowels, i and 8, see below). Examples for syncope 
include the following: 

Latin - 
1 manica 

gallicu 
S littera 

verecundia 
0 nepote 

collocZire 
U - nebula 

robure 

but,  
a - asparagu 

orphanu 
anate 
sabana 

swuh 
manga 
galgo 
letra 
vergiienza 
nie to 
colgar 
niebla 
roble 

Gloss 
sleeve 
greyhound 
letter 
shame 
grandson 
to hang (up) 
fog 
oak tree 

espamgo asparagus 
huCrfanu orphan 
anade duck 
sAbana (bed) sheet 

a is the vowel most resistant to deletion in Spanish. 
French post-tonic syncope elides even this vowel: 



LkiM 
manica 
comite 
littera 
Namnetes 
collocat 
antiphona 
Carnutes 
computat 
alapa 
sinape 
platanu 
cannabim 

French 
manche 
comte 
li3 t tre 
Nantes 
couche 
antienne 
Chartres 
con te 
aube 
sanve 
OF plasne, mod. plane 
chanvre 

In French, all the vowels in the set {i, a, A, Q, a) 

Gloss 
sleeve 
count, earl 
letter 
(place name) 
helshe sleeps 
chant, refrain 
(place name) 
helshe recounts 
paddle, blade 
wild mustard 
plane-nee 
hemp 

elide. 
Portuguese, Spanish and French therefore illustrate the expansion 

of elision in the set of vowels {i, a, 1, Q, a)? 

{ i, e, u, 0, a )  
Portuguese i e - - - 
Spanish i e u o - 
French i e u o a 

The vowels in bold are those which are elided in each language. 
These languages illustrate the orderly expansion of elision through 
the set of vowels, beginning with i and ending with a. 

There are several proposals to handle relative ranking of elements 
by establishing phonological parameters which individual languages 
reference. For example, Selkirk [I 9841 establishes a sonority 
parameter for both vowels and consonants. The various sounds are 
ranked according to their degree of sonority, assigning each a 
sonority index whose purpose is to give a relative ranking of 
elements. Her sonority scale is reproduced below: 

It is assumed here that 1 and g have separate histories. If it is instead argued that i 
first lowered to (and 1 to Q), the observation remains that vowels can be ordered on 
preference for deletion. 
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Sonority Index 
(provisional assignment) 
1 0  
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
.5 

a is the most open and sonorous of the vowels, hence its greater 
sonority index; conversely, i and y are the least sonorous of the 
vowels. 

Her parameter works for languages like Greek and Romanian, where 
1 and y are elided, but it doesn't work for Spanish (apocope) and 
Portuguese. First, Q and Q do not behave in parallel, for Q is deleted 
but Q is not; second, more sonorous e is elided but not less sonorous 
u. There seems to be no predictable relationship between the eliding 
vowel and Selkirk's sonority hierarchy; her parameter is thus not 
appropriate for characterizing the vowels which elide and a 
different parameter must be used. 

As an alternative, Foley's [I9771 q o  parameter is established 
comparing processes like apocope, nasalization, and vowel reduction 
in Spanish, French, Latin and Greek. For these languages, he observed 
that front vowels are weaker than back vowels, and high vowels are 
weaker than low vowels. By combining the values for height (q) and 
backness (a), the following qo parameter is formed: 



He observes that an ambiguity is inherent with respect to the 
vowels u and a, since they have the same value; languages may 
resolve the ambiguity by giving greater prominence to height over 
backness (rating a stronger than u, or by giving greater prominence 
to backness (rating 1 stronger than dl resulting in either of the 
following q o  parameters: 

The parameters refer to relative phonological strength only, and the 
numbers assigned to each vowel reflect this. They do not refer to 
any measurable acoustic or articulatory property, but establish two 

sets of vowels, 1) {i, u ,  a,  a,  a) and 2) {i, a, u, a, a). 
In Greek and Romanian, elision targets elements with the value qo 

5 2 in the first set, and in Portugese and Spanish qo I 2 in reference 
to the second set. French deletion targets all vowels, hence qo 5 5. 
In Romance syncope, the value of q o  increases from language to 

language: 

Portuguese: q o  5 2 
Spanish: q o I 4  
French: q o I 5  

Portuguese represents the more conservative development and 
French the most radical. 

2.4.2.2. Hi2 Positional Constraints 
In his segmental approach to vowel deleletion, McFetridge [I 

refers to the qo parameter to capture the relevant facts about vowel 
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quality. He assumes that the qa value of the eliding vowel is one of 

the universal conditions on syncope and apocope, and incorporates 
this condition into his universal rules: 

This condition states that the qo value of the eliding segment (V1) 
must be less than or equal to some value R ,  whose parochial values 

will vary. Both syncope and apocope share this condition. 
In an autosegmental analysis, this phenomenon is captured by 

constraints on delinked structure, similar to the way in which 
accentuation was handled. The constraints in question prohibit a 
structure with a delinked segment if the qo value of the segment is 

greater than or equal to a particular value, determined parochially. 
Segments whose qo value is large may not remain delinked and 

undergo repair through Vowel Relinking. 
Rules and principles are already in place to handle delinking and 

deletion of unlicensed elements. In this model, syncope, apocope and 
apheresis are simply constraints on certain structures in various 
positions within a word. 

These constraints forbid a delinked vowel if its qo value is 

sufficiently large: 

1) Word-f inal  2) Word- in i t ia l  3) Medial Con- 
Constraint Constraint straint 

S# #S S S S  

v,, 2 1 



All three structural constraints share the same condition: a delinked 
vowel violates a constraint if its qo value is sufficiently large; 

however the particular value in each position may vary. 
In cases of constraint violation, the Vowel Relinking Repair 

Strategy relinks X and the vocalic segment: 

Vowel Relinking Repair Strategy 

As an example of how the constraints work, consider Portuguese 
apocope, where g is elided in d ' b a d '  < L. male, but not Q in cedo 'early' < 

L. &. Latin i and are apocopated (P. fiz 'I made' < L. feci), but not any 
other vowels on the parameter. Delinked vowels with the value I 2 
may remain delinked, and are ultimately deleted, but vowels with 
the value 2 3 violate the Word-final Constraint, and must be . 
relinked. The parochial value of A ,  therefore, is 2 3. Any vowel with 

a high parametric value will violate the positional constraint and 
may not remain delinked. 

A partial derivation for the two .words above is given below to 
illustrate the operation of the constraint and the repair: 

1. Vowel Delinking 



2. Word-final Constraint (Portuguese: A 2 3 (11, Q, a)) 

3. Vowel Relinking Repair Strategy 

4. Skeletal Deletion 



5. Segment Deletion 

In the case of mal, resyllabification of the final consonant must 
occur, as well as elimination of the S and R nodes; this will be 
discussed in detail in subsequent chapters. 

A characteristic of the constraints given above is that the qo 
value associated with different positions in the word may differ; 
they do not necessarily all have the same value. In Spanish, for 
example, syncope elides the vowels j, 8, u, and Q: 

svncor>e: Latrn 
manica 

SDanlsh 
manga 

Gloss 
sleeve 

S littera le tra letter 
0 - nepote nieto grandson 
u - nebula niebla fog 

but, 
a - asparagu e sparrago asparagus 

In medial position, all vowels but a may remain delinked, and are 
therefore targeted for deletion; the parochial value for Spanish 
medial vowels is: 

a must undergo relinking, removing it from the set of vowels 
- targeted for deletion. 



Spanish apocope is more restricted: only i and Q are elided:6 

aDocope: Laha 
1 - sitim 
S amae 

pane 
pace 

but, 
U - amicu 

vinu 
0 - quand6 

dic b 
a - ima 

bona 

sed 
amar 
Pan 
Pa= 

amigo 
vino 
cuando 
dig0 
una 
buena 

Gloss 
but 
to love 
bread 
peace 

friend 
wine 
when 
I say 
a (f) 
good (f) 

For apocope to occur, the q w  value of the delinked vowel must be 
greater than or equal to 3, so that only i and g fail to violate the 
word-final constraint, and are therefore targeted for elision: 

Thus Spanish syncope and apocope contrast as far as the qo 

condition goes: 

Medial Constraint: I 1 5 (a) 
Word-final Constraint: A 2 3 (11, Q, a) 

A similar phenomenon is encountered in French, where (post-tonic) 
syncope and apocope differ with respect to the vowels elided. Post- 
tonic syncope elides all vowels, including a: 

Lam French 
alapa au be 
sinape sanve 
cannabim chanvre 
secale seigle 

Gloss 
paddle, blade 
wild mustard 
hemp 
rye 

d is not generally elided in the verbal system: L. kc i t  + Sp. hace, L. veni 4 Sp. vine. 

L. dixi + Sp. dije; however, in Old Spanish, elision is attested, e.g. diz, faz for modern 
dice, hace [Bourciez, 1 9671. 
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However, apocope fails to elide a: 

Lahn 
miila 
bona 
sonat 
porta 

French 
mule 
bonne 
sonne 
porte 

Gloss 
mule 
good 
helshe rings 
door 

Like Spanish, the Medial and Word-final Constraint have different 
values: 

Medial Constraint: I > 5  
Word-final Constraint: A 2 5 (a) 

Spanish and French provide convincing evidence that each constraint 
of the form, 

has its own distinctive qo value, depending on its position within 
the word. 

A strength of this analysis is that syncope, apocope and apheresis 
are not interpreted as rules, where one rule or another applies in a 
particular language. Rather all languages have the potential for all 
three processes, since their application simply depends on the 
parametric adjustment of the constraint in a particular position. 
Whether syncope or apocope or apheresis occurs in a particular 
language depends on the adjustment of the relevant qo value. Where 
the qo value is set at zero, all vowels in the set (1, U/B, Q, a) violate 
the relevant positional constraint, and are thus forbidden from 
remaining delinked, eliminating them as targets for elision. 

For example, in Romanian apocope elides i and U, but neither 
syncope nor apheresis affects these vowels or any others (cf. Stan. 
R. linnuri 'spoon' < L. lingula but *'windt c ventu). The traditional claim 
is that this language has apocope but no other vowel deletion rule. In 



this model, final high vowels are targeted for elision because they 
are allowed to remain delinked, and therefore are ultimately 
deleted, whereas initial and medial high vowels violate their 
respective constraints if they remain delinked: 

Romanian 

1 )  Word-f inal  2) Word- in i t ia l  3) Medial Con- 
Constraint Constraint straint 

V," 2 E 

S S S  

V," 2 1 

Syncope and apheresis do not occur in Romanian because any vowel 
in initial and medial position violates its respective constraint 
when delinked, since the relevant values are set at zero. Such 
vowels are relicensed to alleviate the constraint violations and are 
no longer subject to unlicensed segment deletion. 

All languages have the potential for vowel deletion. Vowel 
Delinking is a universal process, monitored by the qo constraints. In 
a language with no vowel deletion phenomena at all, the qo 

values are set at zero for all positions; hence no vowels remain 
unlicensed, and Segment Deletion fails to occur. 

2.4.2.3. Pre-tonic and Post-tonic Syncope 
One further refinement for syncope is necessary. Several Romance 

languages provide evidence that pre-tonic and post-tonic vowels do 
not delete in a parallel fashion. 



pre-tonic 
below: 

post-tonic: 

g&: 

Pre-tonic 

In French, post-tonic syncope elides all vowels including a, but 
syncope excludes a [Fouche, 19691, illustrated by the data 

Larin 
alapa 
sinape 
cannabim 
secale 
platanu 
Stephanu 
Rhodanu 
Lazaru 

French 
au be 
sanve 
chanvre 
seigle 
OF plasne, mod. plane 
OF Estievne, mod. Etienne 
OF rhosne, mod. Rh6ne 
OF lasdre, mod. ladre 

Gloss 
paddle, blade 
wild mustard 
hemp 
rye 
plane-tree 
(name) 
(name) 
mean, miserly 

ornamentu ornement ornament 
ferramentu ferrement iron fitment 
Alamania Allemagne Germany 
arcuballista arbalete crossbow 
companibne compagnon companion 
*mal(e)astriicu OF malastru, mod. maiotru course, vulgar 

a is not elided; it reduces to schwa (orthographic Q) in 
open syllable, but in closed syllable it remains as a [Fouche, 19691. 

Like French is the Upper Engadin dialect of Rumansch (subdialect 
of Celerina-Cresta), where a is lost post-tonically but retained pre- 
tonically [Walberg, 19071: 

Latin Celerina-Cresta Gloss 
post-tonic: cannabim tgamf hemp 

monachu muandia monk 

pre-tonic: mirabilia myraviila 
*lavatbriu lavaduir 

miracle 
bathing place 

Pre-tonic syncope is more restricted than post-tonic syncope, as in 
French. 

The conclusion to be drawn from the data above is that the value I 

is not constant in medial position, and varies depending on whether 
the structure is pre-tonic or post-tonic. The Medial Hi2 Constraint 

will have to be replaced by two constraints, the Pre-tonic Medial 
Constraint and the Post-tonic Medial Constraint: 



3) Pre-tonic Media 
Constraint 

X 

li 
v,, 2 I 

French: I r 5 
Celerina-Cresta: 1 1  5 

I 4) Post-tonic Medial 
Constraint 

* X  

4 
V,, 2 0 

French: 0 > 5 
Celerina-Cresta: 0 > 5 

The Pre-tonic Medial Constraint for the two languages in question 
prohibits structures where a is delinked (a = 5); the Post-tonic 
Medial Constraint permits delinked a, because 0 is greater than 5. 

The refinement on syncope is necessary to capture the fine 
distinction made by some languages between vowels in pre-tonic and 
post-tonic position. 

In the analysis of vowel deletion presented so far, the 
phonological rule of Vowel Delin king over-generates delinked 
structures, since it is a context-free rule. Constraints forbid 
delinked accented vowels and delinked vowels of a certain quality. 
Constraint violations are repaired by relicensing the vowel, and, in 
the case where no violations exist, the unlicensed skeletal position 
and the unlicensed vowel are deleted. 

This analysis accounts for two genuine phenomena relating to the 
eliding vowel, accent and vowel quality; other phenomena, such as 
the number and type of preceding (or following) consonants, relate 
to syllable structure, not to vowel deletion as such, and will be 
discussed in subsequent chapters. Before proceeding to these topics, 
some evidence for relinking will be discussed. 



2.5. Evidence for Relinking 
The analysis presented so far assumes delinking of association 

lines between the skeletal node and the segment; relinking repairs 
any resultant constraint violations. Evidence in support of relinking 
can be found in Lardil. 

In Lardil, apocope occurs only in trisyllabic and longer words; it 
fails to take place in bisyllabic words [Hale, 19731. Some examples 
are: 

Nonfuture -na Uninflected 
mayara-n mayar 

Gloss 
rainbow 

wiwala-n wiwal bush mango 
karikari-n karikar butter-fish 
yalulu-n yalul flame 

but, 
mela-n mela 
papi-n PaPe 
quku-n quka 
katu-n kata 

sea 
father's mother 
water 
child 

In the latter group, final i lowers to 8, and JJ to a [Hale, 19731. 
The nonfuture forms are derived from the uninflected forms by 

suffixation of -=. When it is added to bisyllabic and longer words, 
the final vowel is apocopated; however, the vowel of uninflected 
bisyllabic words is not elided. 

The same blocking phenomenon is observed in Ojibwa by Piggott 
[1991], where the output of apocope is sensitive to a word 
constraint requiring words to have two or more moras. This 
constraint blocks the application of apocope to any bisyllabic words 
in which both vowels are short, as in makwa 'bear', &'goose' and 
banqwi 'ashes' (cf. nini:m 'I dance' < *ni-ni:mi and niwsb 'I see' < *ni-wsbi). 

The analysis of vowel deletion proposed here treats the failure as 
the consequence of a constraint against monomoraic words. If the 
final vowel of mela is delinked, the resulting structure will violate 
this constraint forcing relinking of the vowel; there is no relinking 
in mavar because the constraint is not violated and consequently the 
unassociated vowel is deleted by Segment Deletion. 



The process of relinking is apparent in another process in Lardil. 
Hale notes that original monosyllabic bases, in their uninflected 
forms, are augmented so that they become bisyllabic, and thus 
bimoraic. Such a process of augmentation is evident by comparing 
the uninflected forms of nouns 
forms, as in the following 

Uninflected 
wunta 
kanta 
t u w  
m w  
tjulta 
rilta 
yura c*yur-ta 
!era c*ter-ta 
njuta c*njutj-ta 

Nonfuture 
wun-in 
kan-in 
tur-in 
m q - i n  
tjil-in 
ril-in 
yir-in 
ter-in 
njitj-in 

The original bases of the words 

with their corresponding inflected 

Future 
wun-kur 
kan-kur 
tur-ur 
m a p r  
tjul-ur 
ril-ur 
yur-ur 
ter-ur 
njith-ur 

Gloss 
rain 
grass 
excrement 
hand 
hair 
neck 
body 
thigh 
fire 

above are evident in the nonfuture 
and future forms, both derived by adding suffixes to the original 
monsyllabic base. When a monosyllabic base is uninflected, it is 
augmented by a syllable whose shape is -ta; the stop becomes 
homorganic with the preceding consonant, and is lost after L or an 
obstruent [Hale, 1 9731. 

The vowel deletion analysis provides an account of augmentation. 
On this account, all uninflected forms are in fact inflected with -ta. 
The segments of -& are extrasyllabic, they are not associated with 
the X-tier. Forms such as wun(ta) violate the constraint against 
monomoraic words and trigger linking of -@ to the X-tier. 
Multisyllabic forms such as rnayardta) do not violate the constraint; 
-ta - is not prosodically licensed and is ultimately deleted. 

The analysis of vowel deletion presented so far assumes that 
relinking between tiers is a procedure used to repair a constraint 
violation. Lardil provides evidence for relinking by showing that this 
language makes use of this strategy in bimoraic words, as well as 
augmentation in monomoraic words, to repair violations of the 
monomoraic word constraint. 



2.6. Conclusion 
The interpretation of vowel deletion presented in this chapter 

consists of the context-free phonological rule Vowel Delinking, 
followed by two types of constraint on delinked structure; they 
forbid vowels from remaining delinked depending on accent 
(Accented Vowel Constraint), and on vowel quality (HQ Positional 
Constraints). These two types of constraints replace the two 
conditions on syncope and apocope (accent and vowel quality) in 
McFetridge's approach. A repair is made to structures violating the 
constraints, namely Vowel Relinking. In the case where constraints 
are not violated, the unlicensed X-slot is deleted through Skeletal 
Deletion, and the unlicensed vowel is deleted through Segment 
Deletion. Structures above the X-tier are also eliminated. 

Other conditions on syncope, apocope and apheresis, such as the 
number and type of preceding (or following) consonants, are 
relateable to syllable structure, and will be handled by principles of 
syllabification. The system outlined so far, therefore, is one that 
deliberately overgenerates both Vowel Delinking and Skeletal 
Deletion; the purpose of this is to trigger resyllabification before 
Segment Deletion, so that preliminary resyllabification can be tried 
out and the effects of it reversed in the case of syllable structure 
constraint violations. This interaction of vowel deletion and syllable 
structure constraints will be discussed in detail in the remainder of 
the thesis. 



3. Resyllabification of Sonorants versus Nonsonorants 

3.1. Introduction 
This chapter examines the observation that vowels delete 

preferentially before and after sonorants. The account follows that 
outlined in the preceding chapter: after a vowel is delinked the 
resulting structure is resyllabified and evaluated. It will be argued 
that vowels appear to elide preferentially when contiguous to 
sonorants because sonorants can be resyllabified in more ways than 
can obstruents; structures which contain sonorants are more likely 
to be resyllabified legally than are structures which do not. 

One argument in favour of reinterpreting conditions on vowel 
deletion as conditions on syllable structure is that the rules of 
vowel deletion defined in section 2.3 each refer to the same 
environmental conditions. A classic argument is that the frequent 
occurence of environments such as 

in different rules is evidence for a higher level of organization in 
which this environment is stated once and more perspicuously. 

This argument can be applied to the observation of preferentiality 
when contiguous to sonorants. For example, McFetridge proposes the 
following rules for Apocope and Syncope: 

Apocope 
Universal Process: VI + 0 l V 2 ~ #  

Universal Condition: lp - kT I,, r A 

Syncope 
Universal Process: V1 + 0 / V2 Ej , ~ k  V3 

Universal Condition: kr-1 lp - kT lp 5 A 

The condition on each states that if there is a single consonant 
preceding it must have a sufficiently high value on the p parameter 

(which ranks sonorants) and that if there is more than one consonant 
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preceding languages will tend to require that the consonant 
contiguous to the vowel rank lower than the preceding (so that 
vowel deletion is more likely to apply after fl than k). 

The important point is that both apocope and syncope require this 
condition. By analogous argument, it should be possible to relate this 
condition to a higher level of structure where it will be stated just 
once. 

It will be argued that the syllable is the relevant domain for 
describing the properties shared by vowel deletion rules. Facts about 
vowel deletion will be related to the configuration of the syllable 
after deletion. The analysis requires that considerations about the 
resulting syllable can block deletion. The mechanism by which vowel 
deletion is blocked will be formalized within the Theory of 
Constraints and Repair Strategies. 

Section 3.2 will outline the facts about deletion conditioned by 
preceding and following consonants. Section 3.3 will outline a model 
of syllable structure which will then be used to account for facts 
about the role of sonorants in vowel deletion. 

3.2. Data 
A noted phenomenon in the world's languages is the loss of vowels 

after sonorant consonants; a less well-known phenomenon is 
deletion before sonorant consonants. The system of rules developed 
so far have no environmental restrictions on contiguous consonants, 
and deleted forms are freely generated. The syllable structure 
system has the onus of resyllabifying consonants, assessing the new 
structures, and making any necessary repairs. It will be shown in 
subsequent sections that sonorants are more readily incorporated 
into neighbouring syllables, in accordance with universal principles 
of syllable structure, compared to nonsonorants. 

3.2.1. Vowel Deletion Following a Sonorant 
In this section, data from a number of languages will be presented 

to show that, on the segmental level, vo.wels are lost if a sonorant 
consonant either precedes or follows the vowel. 



Vowel elision occured in Classical Latin, where it was generally 
restricted to vowels placed after sonorants, especially liquids 
[Foley, 1972J.l Foley produces evidence from several quarters, one of 
which is the verbal paradigm of ferre 'to bear', reproduced below; the 
praradigm for ducere 'to lead' is given for comparison: 

duc0 fer6 
ducis fers < *feris 
ducit fen < *ferit 
ducimus ferimus 
ducitis fenis < *feritis 
ducunt ferunt 

Elision is apparent in the 2nd. p. sg. and pl., and in the 3rd. p. sg.; in 
the corresponding forms for ducere, the vowel remains, where it is 
preceded by a stop, and not a liquid. Foley claims that deletion fails 
in ferimus because the vowel is nasalized; nasalization strengthens 
the vowel and makes is more resistant to elision. 

Similarly, preferential elision is apparent in nouns where the final 
vowel is lost after a liquid, but not elsewhere; thus amicus 'friend' < 
*amicos compared with ='fieldf < 'anros and ='boy' < 'pueros. Vowel 
deletion appears to be conditioned by the sonority of the preceding 
consonant in Latin. 

Both syncope and apocope in Portuguese provide evidence for the 
same phenomenon. Portuguese apocope occurs after sonorant 
consonants and S, where the sibilant is either original or secondary 
(from assibilation) [Williams, 19621: 

Lain I3lmalw Gloss 
am6re amor love 
male ma1 evil 
fine fim limit 
pos(u)it p6s he i s  able 
vice vez change 

lManiet [1964, p. 1511 claims that forms with syncope after nonresonants, such as 
officiiina < 'ovificina, are not numerous; in fact the eiymology of some are even 
contested. Maniet cites examples such as sestertius c *emistenius and sinciput < 
'semicavut for syncope after nasals. 
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but, 
sitim 
verit5ite 
su bi t 
dE be t 

sede 
verdade 
sobe 
deve 

site 
truth 
he climbs 
he owes 

It fails after stops and fricatives other than S. 

In his examination of Portuguese apocope, McFetridge [I9891 
makes reference to Foley's [I9771 rho parameter, which depicts the 
relative resonancy of phonological elements: 

(1 = stops, s = sibilants, n = nasals, L = liquids, y = glides, and a = 
vowels) 

Resonancy is defined by Foley as the propensity to undergo 
vocalization. McFetridge concludes that apocope occurs in 
Portuguese if the p value of the preceding consonant is greater than 
or equal to 2. He incorporates the p value of the preceding consonant 
into his universal apocope rule, to be discussed later. 

Syncope applies in a similar environment: after resonants and 
sibilants. The sibilants here are represented by Latin which 

assibilates before Syncope applies. 

Latin - 
erigo 
aliquod 
ami te s 
manica 
placitu 
recitSire 
*amkitate (amicitia) 

Ponu guese 
ergo 
algo 
andas 
manga 
prazo 
rezar 
amizade 

Gloss 
erect 
some 
pole 
sleeve 
term 
to pray 
friendship 

but, 
de bi ta divida debt 
bifera bibera fig 
capitale cabedal fund, capital 
medicina OP meezinha,. household remedy 

mod. mezinha 
*retina rkdea reins 



In cases where Syncope fails after sibilants, the vowel is always 
followed by a nasal as in L. decimu > P. dizimo 'tenth' and L. duracinu > P. 
durhzio'hard'. A reasonable explanation is that the vowel has 
nasalized. 

Apocope after all consonants except occlusives .is also apparent in 
Macedonian Romanian: final u elides after 1, 1, n, m and S, and i after 
the same consonants except r, where it curiously is retained as a 
semi-vowel [Weigand, 18881.2 Examples include: 

Lim 
fer(r)u 
cabal(l)u, -i is (sg. 8r pl.) 
an(n)u, -i an (sg. & pl.) 
homo om (( *homu) 
visu ji! 
(*bGtusi) batus 

Gloss 
iron 
horse 
Year 
man 
dream 
you beat (perf.) 

but, 
lupu, -i lup6 (sg.), luki (pl.) wolf 
invenenatu inverinatii poisoned 
plicb plekii (( *plicu) I bend, lower 
vide6 vedii ( ( *vidu) I see 

In the latter group of examples, g and are reduced vowels. Like 
Portuguese, Macedonian Romanian demonstrates the preferential 
elision of vowels after more sonofant consonants; obstruents appear 
to hinder vowel elision. 

In dialectal Italian, apocope of f: and 1 occurs after L, I, and n in 
both Venetian [Rohlfs, 19491 and in Genoese [Meyer-Lijbke, 19741. 

Examples for Venetian and Genoese include the following, where 
Tuscan is given for comparison: 

Tuscan Gloss Venetian 
cantare to sing cantar 
sale salt sal 
domani tomorrow doman 

2 ~ h e  combination of 01 is often anomalous, a s  in the apparent failure of I to 
geminate before yod in both Italian (L. furia> It. foia"ragel, compared with auiu > auuio 
'celery') and in Old English ('newan > nerian 'name', compared with *fremvan > fernman 
'perform'). 
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but, 
radice radice r ai se 

Tuscan Gloss Genoese 
avere to have aver 
vuole he wished vol 
vergine virgin vergen 

but, 
quasi almost quaii 

Apocope fails after m in both dialects, no doubt due to the 
widespread doubling of this consonant in northern Italian dialects 
[Rohlfs, 19491, seen in Genoese famme (Tuscan fame 'hunger') for 
instance; the presence of two consonants is a complicating factor 
for resyllabification, to be discussed in the next chapter. 

The data given above establishes the fact that a vowel is more 
likely to elide if it follows a sonorant. 

3.2.2. Vowel Deletion Preceding a Sonorant 
A less well-recognized fact is that a vowel is more likely to elide 

if it precedes a sonorant. Data include the following. 
In Roussillonnais, a dialect of Catalan spoken in France, elision of 

pretonic schwa (and of medial pretonic U) takes place before c only 
[Fouche, 19801; it does not occur before any other consonant, not 
even 1, as illustrated in the following examples: 

Catalan 
bgrAng 
b$r$!g 
L. feritate 
L. Theresa+ina 
C S P S ~ ~ ~  
gbgrAtu 
intgrks 
mgrggridk tg 

Roussillonnais 
brAng 
brg!A 
frgtiit 
agzing 
gsprit 
gbratu 
intrks 
mqrgridk tg 

Gloss 
banister 
to reprimand 
~ i l d n e s s * ~  
(proper name) 
spirit 
cheap 
interest 
daisy 

3~ gloss followed by an asterisk refers to the Latin meaning, in those cases where I 
have been unable to ascertain the native meaning. 
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but, 
L. bilancea b~lhnsg 
L. Salombne sqlqmii 
L. militikiu mglithi 
L. miniitu mqn6t 
d ~ r n i z t l ~  dimuztl~ 
L. divinat dgbing 
L. securu sqgiin 

balance 
lustre 
military 
minute* 
young lady 
he foresees* 
sure* 

Schwa is also predictably lost after L, as in: 

Catalan m l l o n n a i s  Gloss 
kSrSSl& kSr+3& snail 
kqrqmk! k ~ r m q  mucus 
mSrfiw! rn~rbej marvel 
Fr. carrelet k ~ r l t t  rule 

The presence of a preceding or following 1 appears to condition 
elision. Furthermore, the different treatment of schwa before the 
two liquids supports their separate treatment on the rho parameter, 
as in McFetridge [1989], and on the sonority hierarchy, as in Hooper 
[I9761 and Selkirk [1984]. 

Although Foley [I9761 gives the liquids the same value on the rho 
parameter, McFetridge separates them, giving L a greater value than 
1. He explains the apparent failure of L to geminate in Old English and 
Italian as the assimilation of 1 but not 1 to y ('newan > 'neman > 

nerian 'name' but 'salyan > *sallyan > sellan 'sell'); a condition on 
assimilation is that the two elements be sufficiently similar [Foley, 
19761, therefore L is more similar to y than 1 is, and must have a 
greater rho value than 1, like the glides. 

Hooper [ I  9761 distinguishes between the liquids on her sonority 
hierarchy for American Spanish, noting that strengthens to U: after 
1 but that 1 fails to strengthen after 1. She adds that in Spanish and 
many other languages, syllable-initial clusters of lf and & are 
permissible, but not the clusters and d[. Selkirk [I9841 likewise 
distinguishes the liquids, following the lead of Hooper and others. 

Roussillonnais provides additional evidence for the separate 
treatment of the liquids. Similar data is. found in Sursilvan 
Rumansch (subdialect of Tavetsch), where apheresis occurs only 



after an obstruent and before 1, but not before 1 or any other 
consonant [Caduff, 19521: 

Lain 
faxina 
parie te 
periculu 
terrenu 
*fer-ita ((fefire) 
cor6na 
terra (+suffix) 
*verrucula 

but, 
*galleta 
bole tu 
factoriu 
rastellu 
cenae 
siccare 
colbre 
commune 
rati6ne 

Tavetsch 
f f ina  
pray t 
pfigal 
tray n 
ffida 
krdna 
tr a? 
bfikla 

gala yda 
bul'iw 
f&uyr 
raSfi 
?an8 
saka 
kuldr 
kumin 
raidn 

Gloss 
flour 
walI 
danger 
free of snow 
blow (n.) 
crown 
soil 
wart, eyesore 

wooden pail 
mushroom* 
cheese mold 
rake, comb 
to dine 

to dry 
colour 
circuit 
reason 

A related phenomenon is observed in another Rumansch dialect, 
Low Engadin (subdialect of Sent). Here apheresis of vowels (except 
Latin a) occurs between obstruents and liquids and nasals [Pult, 
18971: 

Latin - 
directu 
sperantia 
*comt&e 
cellariu 
voltre 
tenere 
temere 
camere 
venire 
sinistru 

Sent 
drett 
Sprantsa 
krodtir 
Sler 
lair (( *vl9ir) 
tilair 
tm9ir 
tSnar 
iiir (( *vAir) 
SneStar 

Gioss 
right 
hope* 
to fall 
storeroom, pantry* 
to want* 
to hold* 
blindly, recklessly* 
to dine* 
to come* 
the left side* 



but, 
bi berae bavrh to water (an animal) 
vitellu vadC calf* 
vicinu vaiin neighbour,citizen 
co(n)suere kuzir to sew* 
copenu kuvCn, kuCrt covered* 
pottre podair to be able* 

In yet another branch of Rumansch, in the Upper Engadin dialect of 
Celerina-Cresta, an initial vowel (except Latin a) may fall 
regardless of the sonority of the following consonant [Walberg, 
19071: 

Latin 
periculu 
pellicia 
fenestra 
peccator 
vitellu 
vectura 
vicinu 
dice bat 
miniire 
miniitu 

Celerina-Cresta 
priaval 
pl8tJ'a 
fnkJ'tra 
pt~edar 
v d ~  
ftqgra 
q i i i  
dgaeva 
mner 
mnvkt 

Gloss 
danger 
skin, peel 
window 
sinner* 
calP 
cart, coach 
neighbour,citizen 
he was saying* 
to lead 
thin, fine 

Vowel deletion appears to be unrestricted in this dialect. 
In the three dialects of Rumansch, Tavetsch, Sent and Celerina- 

Cresta, a pattern is seen regarding the consonant following the 
eliding vowel. Tavetsch is the most restricted, since elision may 
occur only before L, the most sonorant consonant excluding glides. 
Sent permits elision before both liquids and also before nasals; 
Celerina-Cresta permits elision before any consonant. On the 
segmental level, the environments appear to be the following: 

1) Tavetsch: r 
2) Sent: - liquid, nasal 
3) Celerina-Cresta: - consonant 

The first two dialects clearly point to the relationship between 
vowel deletion and a following sonorant consonant. The third dialect 
demonstrates the expansion of the relationship to nonsonorants. 



3.2.3. Failure of Vowel Deletion 
Sonorants appear to play a role in vowel deletion, as the data in 

the preceding two sections demonstrate; however, some data also 
exist which demonstrate the failure of vowel deletion in cases 
where it is expected. 

Rumansch apheresis provides some interesting data: deletion in 
some dialects occurs before sonorants (section 3.2.2), yet fails 
between sonorants. Recall that in Tavetsch, an initial vowel elides 
before a sonorant as in fafina > ftin&. The elision fails if the preceding 

segment is also a sonorant: 

mofire 
miracula 
merenda 

mufi to die 
mir&la miracle 
mariiinda to taste 

similarly, in Sent vowel deletion applies before sonorants as in 
directu > drett but fails when a sonorant also precedes: 

mofire 
miniitu 

to die 
thin, fine 

The failure of vowel deletion in minatu cannot be attributed to 
nasalization, for deletion readily occurs before nasals in this 
dialect, as in: 

tenere 
temere 
camere 
venire 
sinisuu 

tfiitir to hold* 
tmiiir blindly, recklessly* 
tSnar to dine* 
fiir (c *vfiir) to come* 
SneStar the left side* 

These examples present an interesting problem. It seems possible 
to make the following predictions: vowel deletion is more likely if a 
sonorant precedes; vowel deletion is more likely if a sonorant 
follows. Yet, if the antecedents of both predictions are met - if 
sonorants both precede and follow - vowel deletion fails. 

A different case is found in Chi-Mwiini (Bravanese). In this 
language, the vowel deletion process Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 



[I9771 refer to as vowel drop deletes the vowel of a prefix only 
before stems beginning with voiceless consonants. For example, the 
1st pl. subject prefix undergoes deletion, after which the 
affricate deaffricates, as in: 

*chi-pe:z-d-e > sh-pe:z-d-C 'we swept' 
*chi-tokos-e:z-e > sh-tokos-e:z-C 'we boiled' 

Deletion fails before stems with a voiced onset, even if the onset is 
a sonorant: 

chi-mo:z-d-C 'we shaved' 
chi-nu:nsh-i+-6 'we smelled something' 
chi-na-x-pik-A 'we are cooking' (c *chi-na-ku-pik-9) 

The failure of deletion here is part of the regular pattern of 
nondeletion before voiced consonants, whether sonorants or not, as 
in: 

ku-bod-a 'to steal' 
zi- bo:z-el-a 'they were stolen' 
zi-li 'beds' 

Vowel deletion readily occurs between voiceless consonants, as in 
'zi-kapu > skapu 'baskets'. Deletion fails before sonorants as well as 
voiced obstruents in this language, but not before voiceless 
nonsonorants. Chi-Mwiini will be analyzed in section 4.3.2.2 of the 
next chapter. 

The data presented in this section show that the patterns of 
deletion and nondeletion are complex, and that the presence of a 
sonorant does not condition deletion in every case. 

3.2.4. Summary 
The data presented in this section demonstrates two things: first, 

there is a genuine relationship between vowel deletion and a 
contiguous sonorant consonant in many languages; and second, there 
are complicating factors such as surrounding sonorants or following 
voiced consonants which prevent deletion. An adequate analysis of 



vowel deletion as a universal phenomenon must be able to account 
for all these facts. 

The remainder of this chapter will focus specifically on the 
relationship between deletion and sonorants, and on the failure of 
deletion between sonorants. It will be demonstrated that a single 
sonorant is more likely to form a new legal syllable structure in 
conformity with universal principles of syllable structure. 

3.3. Syllable Structure Constraints and Repairs 
From the previous section, it is apparent that syllable structure 

principles must apply before the vowel is elided, so that, in the case 
of violations, the original vowel is still present and can be spared 
from deletion. A system of preliminary syllabification must occur 
before the vowel is lost, and this is precisely where the advantage 
of multilinear phonology lies: it permits reorganization at one level 
while still retaining the original content of another level. 

In the autosegmental model presented in this thesis, syncope, 
apocope and apheresis are interpreted, not as rules as such, but as 
Vowel Delinking followed by various stages of unlicensed 
constituent deletions. Constraints and repairs to violations may 
intervene between the various stages of constituent deletions, 
undoing their effects if a constraint is violated. The constraints 
previously examined involved accentuation and the quality of the 
eliding vowel; now we will examine the set of syllable structure 
constraints and their repairs. 

The system established so far is designed to overgenerate both 
Vowel Delinking and Skeletal Deletion, as well as unlicensed nucleus 
deletion. This prompts resyllabification, monitored by the system of 
syllable structure constraints; repair strategies mend any 
structures which violate the constraints. 

3.3.1. Universal Principles of Syllable Structure 
Vowel Delinking and Skeletal Deletion prompt nucleus deletion and 

resyllabification of any consonant in a syllable where these 
operations have occurred. Whether the consonant is resyllabified 
with the preceding or following syllable, the new syllable structure 
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is subject to syllable structure constraints. The norm is for the 
constraints to reflect the phonotactics of the language, but some 
languages require that the constraints reflect more conservative 
universal principles of syllable structure. 

General principles of syllable structure are outlined in Hooper 
[ I  976; 19781, Selkirk [I 9841, Vennemann [I 9881, Clements [ I  9901 
and Kenstowicz [1994]. The following generalizations have been 
noted: single consonants tend to be found as onsets or codas; codas 
tend to be sonorants in many languages; and clusters rise in sonority 
from the margin toward the syllable nucleus. A problem encountered 
in discussion about syllable structure is that although many 
languages support the generalizations outlined above, many others 
do not; consequently, these generalizations are considered to be 
tendencies rather than absolute principles. 

For instance, Vennemann [ I  9881 formulates what he calls 
preference laws for syllable structure: a Nucleus Law, a Head Law 
and a Coda Law, the latter two being relevant to the present 
discussion. He makes reference to the following strength hierarchy 
in his laws: 

increasing Consonantal Strength 

voiceless plosives 
voiced plosives 
voiceless fricatives 
voiced fricatives 
nasals 
lateral liquids (1-sounds) 
central liquids (r-sounds) 
high vowels 
mid vowels 
low vowels 

He includes vowels in his parameter, which reflects the relative 
strength of the various sounds. His parameter is in the opposite 



direction of Selkirk's [ I  9841 sonority hierarchy and of Foley's [ I  9771 
resonance parameter. 

Vennemann's Coda Law states the following: 

Coda Law 
A syllable coda is the more preferred: (a) the smaller the 
number of speech sounds in the coda, (b) the less the 
Consonantal Strength of its offset, and (c) the more sharply 
the Consonantal Strength drops from the offset toward the 
Consonantal Strength of the preceding syllable nucleus. 

Part (b) summarizes the observation that codas tend to be sonorant 
consonants in many languages; Hooper [1978], for instance, notes 
that, while syllable-initial position usually allows the full range of 
consonants, syllable-final position is often restricted to the weaker 
(i.e. more sonorant) consonants. Part (c) of the law states that a 
syllable-final cluster tends to increase in strength as it nears the 
margin. The members of coda clusters become less sonorant toward 
the syllable margin, just as onset clusters do. 

The problem with Vennemann's approach is that it refers to 
'preferred' syllable structure without making testable predictions, 
and no consequences arise for his theory from those languages which 
violate the universal preferences. It will be argued in this chapter 
and the next that a universal set of parameterized constraints 
monitor syllable structure, and individual languages adjust the 
parameters to allow for a smaller or larger range of syllable 
structure. It will be shown that Vennemann's syllable structure 
preferences reflect the more conservative adjustment of these 
parameters. 

There is a formal similarity between Vennemann's Coda Law and 
McFetridgels [I9891 parameterized conditions on vowel deletion, 
which suggests that the latter can instead be expressed as 
parameterized conditions on syllable structure. 

McFetridgels conditions for apocope are: 



Universal Process: V + ~ / V E #  
Universal Conditions: c le 1 = .r 5 T 

1%-1 Ip - 1% Ip 2 A 

The first condition states that each language sets the allowable 
number of preceding consonants. In its effect, it is analogous to the 
a) clause of Vennemann's Coda Law: where McFetridge's conditions 
application according to preceding number of consonants in the 
input, Vennemann's Law can condition application of vowel deletion 
according to the number of consonants in the new syllable. 

The second condition states that if there is only one preceding 
consonant it must be sufficiently resonant (a value set by each 
language). This corresponds to the b) clause of Vennemann's Law. 

The second condition also states that if there is more than one 
preceding consonant that the one contiguous to the vowel must be 
less resonant than that of the preceding consonant. Again, this 
corresponds to the c) clause of Vennemann's Law. 

The similarity between McFetridge's conditions on apocope and 
Vennemann's Coda Law suggest two things: first, the conditions on 
vowel deletion rules should be reinterpreted as conditions on 
syllable structure; and second, the conditions on syllable structure 
should be parameterized as in McFetridge, so that languages which 
obey syllable structure preferences, and those which do not, are 
explainable by adjustment of the relevant parameters to allow a 
greater or lesser range of structure. 

The same observations about Vennemann's Coda Law also hold for 
his Head Law. He states that a syllable head (that part of the 
syllable preceding the nucleus) is more preferred the greater the 
strength value of the onset, and the more sharply the strength drops 
from the onset toward the nucleus: 

Head Law 
A syllable head is the more preferred: (a) the closer the 
number of speech sounds in the head is to one, (b) the greater 
the Consonantal Strength value of its onset, and (c) the more 



sharply the Consonantal Strength drops from the onset toward 
the consonantal Strength of the following syllable nucleus. 

Parts (b) and (c) are most pertinent to the present chapter: typical 
syllable-initial clusters, in Vennemann's terminology, are those 
with a strong initial member and a continual drop of strength from 
it to the last member of the cluster; this is usually described in the 
literature as increasing sonority over the cluster from the margin 
towards the nucleus. 

In subsequent sections, it will be demonstrated that Vennemann's 
laws follow from a set of syllable structure constraints; 
furthermore, the constraints can be formally represented and 
parameterized as were the conditions on vowel deletion by 
McFetridge, accounting for the wide range of syllable structure 
attested in the world's languages. 

The barameter which will be used to formalize the constraints on 
syllable structure will by that of Selkirk [1984]. 

Sonority index 
1 0  
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This parameter is selected over others for two reasons. First, 
parameters which have been proposed by Foley [1977], Hankamer and 
Aissen [1974], Hooper [I9781 and Vennemann [I9881 are claimed to 
represent relative "strength". There is no agreement on the 
definition of "strength" in phonology. Second, the parameter 
proposed by Selkirk is more fine-grained than many of the others. 



This granularity is necessary to make distinctions between, for 
example, 1 and L or sibilants and fricatives. 

Selkirk remains agnostic as to the definition of sonority but 
claims that it must be grounded in phonetics; however, Clements 
[I9901 claims that to date no satisfactory definition of sonority 
exists in terms of one or more invariant physical or psychoacoustic 
parameters, due to the fact that the various major classes of speech 
sounds have substantially different properties from nearly every 
point of view (acoustic, articulatory, auditory, and aerodynamic). 
Instead sonority is justified in terms of its ability to account for 
cross-linguistic generalizations involving phoneme patterning. It 
need not have a direct, invariant expression phonetically; this is 
true also for the phoneme and the syllable, which nevertheless play 
a central role in modern phonology. 

3.3.2. Syllable Constraints and Repair o f  Extraprosodic i ty 
Syncope, apocope and apheresis have been interpreted as a set of 

processes, namely Vowel Delin king, unlicensed Skeletal Deletion and 
unlicensed Segment Deletion. Other constituents are also deleted, 
such as the N, R and S nodes (in most cases). 

A multi-tiered phonological model permits deletions on one level 
without necessarily deleting constituents at other levels, providing 
the necessary flexibility to handle complex data. Within such a 
model, the erasure of an unlicensed X-slot and nucleus node prompts 
resyllabification; syllable structure constraints can then monitor 
these new structures before constituents are lost at other levels. 
Repairs to constraint violations are possible, since constituents at 
these other levels are still present. 

The constraints evaluate new syllabic structures, using the 
association lines linking the tiers for any specific information about 
the segments, such as their sonority index. These constraints 
monitor such properties as the degree of sonority of the coda or 
head, the permissibility of branching codas or heads, and the 
sonority gradient of a coda cluster or head cluster. A sonorant 
consonant, whether preceding or following the vowel on the 
segmental level, figures prominently in the assessment of such 
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properties; the predominance of these consonants in much of the 
vowel deletion data therefore relates to these syllable structure 
principles. 

In the case of constraint violations, the structure must be 
delinked. If the consonant cannot be resyllabified. with either the 
preceding or following syllable, it remains extraprosodic, and a 
repair must be made to alleviate the extraprosodicity. 

Extraprosodicity refers to a unit or structure that is not fully 
syllabified within the word; by Piggott's [I9911 Principle of 
Licensing, a phonological unit is not phonetically interpretable 
unless it is incorporated into higher prosodic structure. A consonant 
which has been rejected as a constituent of a neighbouring syllable 
because of a syllable structure constraint violation cannot stand 
alone either: 

Consonant Extraprosodicity Constraint 

C abbreviates the relevant set of features. Structures such as the 
above must be repaired in some way. 

The mechanism of repair is governed by a universal principle, the 
Preservation Principle [LaCharite and Paradis, 19931: 

Preservation Principle: 
Preserve as much of the input as possible, according to the 
constraints of the language. 

Constraint violations are repaired in conformity with this principle 
so that as much of the original input as possible is conserved. The 
Minimality Principle defines what it means to preserve the input as 
far as possible [LaCharite and Paradis, 19931: 

Minimality Principle 



A repair must apply at the lowest phonological level to which 
the violated constraint it preserves refers. 

By applying at the lowest level of a constraint violation, a repair 
makes minimal changes. The most common repair strategy for 
extraposodicity observes this principle by resyllabifying the 
segment with the floating vowel, preserving the original structure 
of the word. 

Repair of extraprosodicity in many languages is carried out 
through the Resyllabifying Repair Strategy, which resyllabifies the 
extraprosodic consonant with a floating vowel contiguous to it. The 
repair is carried out at the lowest level to which the constraint 
refers, namely the segmental level. A line of association and a 
skeletal slot are rebuilt above the vowel root node contiguous to the 
consonant root node: 

Resyllabifying Repair Strategy 

Higher level association lines and constituents are rebuilt above the 
skeletal tier to the original syllable node, resulting in the full 
licensing of the segments. This repair strategy is possible because 
the presence of the unlicensed vowel on the segmental level, lying 
on one side or the other of the extraprosodic consonant, is a 
potential syllable nucleus. 

A number of examples will be discussed below to illustrate the 
system of interaction between vowel deletion and syllable structure 
constraints and repairs. 

3.3.3. The Branching Onset Constraint 
Data was presented in section 3.2.2 to demonstrate that apheresis 

preferentially applies before a sonorant consonant. In cases 
involving apheresis, the consequences for syllable structure are 



particularly evident because vowel deletion creates a word-initial 
consonant cluster: 

The permissibility of these new clusters are monitored by syllable 
structure constraints. 

In the following subsections, I will argue that the shape of these 
new onset clusters is determined by a parameterized constraint. The 
obstruent + sonorant shape encountered in several languages is the 
result of a more conservative adjustment of the parameter, and 
accounts for clause (c) of Vennemann's Head Law. Individual 
languages may adjust the parameter to permit a greater range of 
onsets. 

3.3.3.1. Roussillonnais 
In Roussillonnais, apheresis occurs before L, but not before 1 or 

any other consonant, as in Catalan berane > R. bran$ and L. feritate > R. 
fretat, but L. Salombne > R. selemli and L. securu > R. w&t. 

Vowel Delinking and node erasures prompt resyllabification of the 
word-initial consonant with the following syllable, creating a new 
consonant cluster as the word onset; this is illustrated below for 
fretat and s g u . :  



The new initial clusters are subject to a syllable structure 
constraint. In this case a universal syllable structure constraint 
monitors the output to determine whether the new branching onset 
is permissible: 

Permissible 
bran$ br 
frgtht fr 

Impermissible 
bqlansg *bl 
sglgmli * sl 
sqglirt "sg 

A simple measuring of the sonority gradient over the cluster yields 
ambiguous results: 

Permissible Imwermissi ble 
br b - r  = 1 - 7  = -6 *b l  b - 1  = 1 - 6  = -5 
fr f - r  = 2 - 7  = -5 *sl s - 1  = 4 - 6  = -2 

*sg s - g  = 4 - 3  = 1 

An unambiguous measure is the sonority index of the second member 
of the cluster: 

Permissible 
br r = 7  
fr r = 7  

This condition is placed on the relevant. constraint: 



Branching Onset Constraint 

c 1 c2 where (C2)s1 I B 

The constraint prohibits branching onsets if the sonority index (SI) 
of the second member of the cluster is too low, and follows from the 
universal principles of syllable structure outlined above: the most 
sonorous consonants are preferred as the second member of a 
syllable onset. 

The universal sonority value B varies from language to language, 

and in Roussillonnais, it is less than or equal to 6: 

Roussillonnais: B 16 

The liquid !: (SI = 7) is permitted as the second member of the new 
clusters generated by resyllabification, but less sonorous 
consonants are not, including 1. This dialect is interesting because 
the data clearly demonstrates the different treatment of the two 
liquids: !: is accepted as the second member of the new onsets 
generated by elision of the vowel, but 1 is not. 

Given the above value, the constraint permits the new cluster fi: 
but prohibits SCJ, as demonstrated in the following diagrams: 



The presence of a constraint violation in the latter representation 
necessitates repair, in this case Delinking: 

A I 
I I 

Delinking Repair Strategy 

A 

This repair strategy delinks the impermissible onset *a: 

I ~ i i  P 
X  X X X X  X  



The result of this is operation is that the consonant s is now 
extrasyllabic, which violates the Consonant Extraposodicity 
Constraint: 

This violation must also be repaired, by the Resyllabifying Repair 
Strategy. 

The application of this repair strategy to zggurt- resyllabifies 
extraprosodic s with the floating vowel g. following it, and thus the 
original structure of the word is retained, in accordance with the 
Preservation Principle. The sum of these operations permits a 
preliminary try-out of the new cluster, followed by relinking with 
the original vowel if the new cluster fails the relevant constraint. 



In frqtat, the new branching onset fr is acceptable, as it does not 
violate the Branching Onset Constraint. No repair of an extraprosodic 
consonant is necessary, and the unlicensed vowel g is deleted, along 
with higher nodes which are now unassociated with any lower level 
constituent: 

The loss of the unlicensed segment corresponds phonetically .to the 
traditional notion of vowel deletion; in this model, however, a set of 
important operations necessarily precedes it. 

3.3.3.2. Rumansch 
The Rumansch dialects Tavetsch, Sent and Celerina-Cresta are 

interesting because one observes the expansion of the sonority value 
B from dialect to dialect. Apheresis in Tavetsch occurs only between 

occlusives and L, in Sent between occlusives and liquids or nasals, 
and in Celerina-Cresta before any consonant: 

Permissible Im~ermissible 
Tavetsch fafina > frina fr colbre > k u l ~ r  *kl 

periculu > prigai pr siccare > saka  *sk 
Branching Onset Constraint: B 1 6  

Sent - directu > drett dr vicinu > vaiin *vi  
cellariu > Sler S1 vitellu > vadC *vd 
tenere > tfiair tn 
sinistru > SneStar in 

Branching Onset Constraint: B 14 



Cel-Cres. periculu > priaval pr 
fenestra > fnkJ'tra fn  
viclnu > v3iii V3 
vitellu > V ~ E  vd 

Branching Onset Constraint: B 5 0 

The agreement of the sonority value B in Tavetsch with 
Roussillonnais demonstrates the universality of the constraint, and 
the Rumansch dialects demonstrate the parametric adjustment of 
this universal constraint among related dialects. 

The condition on the sonority index of the second consonant 
provides an unambiguous device for distinguishing legal from illegal 
onsets. If the sonority gradient alone is measured, ambiguous 
results occur: 

Permissible Impermissible 
Tavetsch frincc f - r  = 2 - 7  = -5 k u l h  *k - 1 = .5 - 6 = -5.5 

prigccl p - r = .5 - 7 = -6.5 sccka *s - k = 4 - .5 = 3.5 

The Rumansch data further illustrate a necessary addition to the 
Branching Onset Constraint in order to rule out sequences of 
sonorous consonants as onsets. 

In Sent, onset clusters like *m and *m are impermissible, even 
though elision normally occurs before liquids and nasals: thus mofir 

and manii (compare Celerina-Cresta mnvkt from the same Latin 
source), but not *&and *mnii. The initial vowels of these words are 
surrounded by sonorants, yet elision does not occur. 

Tavetsch also fails to permit deletion in such cases, as in mufi, 
mirakla, m a r i h d a .  Again we see the preferential failure of elision 

between sonorants. The reason for this is the universal preference 
for nonsonorant + sonorant onset clusters. 

Apharesis presents one of the strongest cases for arguing that 
syllable structure plays a role in vowel deletion, since the loss of 
the vowel in a word-initial syllable necessarily creates a sequence 
of two consonants word-initially: 



Sent: directu > #drett 
mofire > *#mfir 

The two consonants necessarily form a branching syllable onset in 
such cases, and clearly syllable structure principles monitor these 
new outputs. 

To account for the failure of deletion between sonorants, an 
additional condition must be added to the Branching Onset 
Constraint: 

Branching Onset Constraint 

Part a) specifies that the sonority value of the second consonant 
must be sufficiently low to trigger a constraint violation; part b) 
specifies that the sonority gradient of the two consonants must be 
sufficiently low to trigger the violation. Part b) corresponds to 
clause c) of Venneman's Head Law: preference is given to onsets in 
which sonority increases from perimeter towards the nucleus (or in 
Vennemann's terminology to onsets in which the Consonantal 
Strength drops). The addition of b) explains why onsets like g~ are 
typically legal but those like are not. Onsets such as a are 
problematic for any parametric approach and require special 
explanation (see section 3.3.3.3). 

If a structure passes part a), part b) applies. In Sent modr and manu, 

the new syllable onsets mr and mn pass part a) because this dialect 
permits liquids and nasals as the second member of onsets. However, 
the sonority gradient between the two members must be sufficiently 
steep, as noted by Vennemann in the Head Law, and part b) monitors 



the new clusters for this characteristic of the syllable. If the 
gradient is not steep enough, a violation is triggered: 

Permissible Impermissible 
Tavetsch ffincc fr r-f = 7-2 = 5 mufi *mr r-m = 7-5 = 2  

pfigcxl pr r-p = 7-.5 = 6.5 
Branching Onset Constraint: D 1 2  

Sent drett dr r-d = 7-1 = 6 mofir *rnr r-m = 7-5 = 2 
tfiiiir tn n-t = 5 . 5  = 4.5 manii *mn n-m = 5-5 = 0 
ineitar Sn n-S = 5-2 = 3 

Branching Onset Constraint: D 1 2 

The Tavetsch structure ffincc passes part a) and part b) of the 

constraint: 

f a r  i n a 

while muri passes part a) but fails part b): 



As the latter structure violates the constraint, it is delinked, 
followed by the Resyllabifying Repair Strategy which reincorporates 
the extraprosodic consonant and the floating vowel as the 
constituents of a fully licensed syllable. The vowel, now fully 
associated, remains whereas the unlicensed vowel in f f i n a  is deleted. 

Finally we note the parametric approach advocated here can 
account for dialectal variation. The Rumansch dialects of Tavetsch 
and Sent have the same constraint, the Branching Onset Constraint, 
but have different values on the legal sonority of the consonant 
closest to the nucleus: 

Tavetsch: a) B 1  6 
b) A 1 2  

Sent: a) B 5 4 
b) A 2 2  

3.3.4. The Coda Constraint 
In the section above, it was shown that vowel elision before a 

sonorant creates a new syllable-initial cluster, where the sonorant 
becomes the second member of the new onset cluster. Vowel elision 
after a sonorant, however, has the effect of reassigning the sonorant 
to a preceding syllable as a new coda. 

The system established so far deliberately overgenerates Vowel 
Delinking as well as Skeletal and Nucleus Deletion, prompting 
resyllabification of the consonant with the preceding syllable, and a 
syllable structure constraint then monitors the new coda. This 
constraint is the Coda Constraint, and the universal syllable 



structure principle summarized by Vennemann in the Coda Law 
determines the acceptability of the new codas. 

Sonorous consonants are more likely to be permitted as new codas, 
for the universal tendency observed in the world's languages is for 
syllable codas to consist of sonorants. New codas which are not 
sonorant enough violate the Coda Constraint, triggering repair 
through delinking and resyllabifying with the floating vowel. 

The system of deletion and syllable structure interaction will be 
demonstrated below for several languages. 

3.3.4.1. Portuguese 
In Portuguese, both syncope and apocope occurred historically 

after sonorants and S. It will be shown in this section that these 
consonants are in fact those which appear in Old Portuguese as 
codas independently of the vowel deletion data, and that new codas 
generated by deletion were required to conform to these existing 
restrictions on codas. 

In the transition from Latin to Portuguese, the consonants . 

occurring as codas became more restricted in that sonorant 
consonants and 5 are found as codas, but not obstruents. 
Historically, a number of phonological processes, such as 
vocalization, assimilation, lenition and degemination, bring about 
considerable changes to the original Latin codas, eliminating them 
altogether in some cases, as in L. septe > *sette > P. ='sevent. Thus the 
range of codas becomes quite restricted in Old Por t~guese :~  

4 ~ h e  data are from Huber [1933]. 
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Latin 
ipse 
septe 
obviare 
attendere 
coaxgre 
lectu 
cognoscere 
suspec tare 
membru 
dente 
sal tare 
palpare 
came 

Coda 

b 
0 
0 
Y 

Old Portu_~uesg 
esse that 
se te seven 
oviar to happen 
atender to wait 
queixar (x=S) to lament 
leito bed 
conhocer (nh=ii) to know 
sospeitar to suspect 
membro limb 
den te tooth 
saltar to jump 
PauPar to touch 
came meat 

The distribution of Latin codas includes obstruents and sonorants; in 
Old Portuguese, however, the distribution becomes limited through 
the application of various phonological changes to glides, liquids, 
nasals and 5 . This is precisely where syncope historically takes 
place. We thus see a confluence of facts: 

1) legal codas in Old Portuguese are glides, liquids, nasals and 
S 

2) syncope occurs after liquids, nasals and 35 
3) syncope does not occur after other consonants 

A reasonable explanation is that 1) explains 2) and 3). As argued 
earlier, conditions on vowel deletion as formulated by McFetridge, 
which account for 2) and 3), can instead be expressed as 
parameterized constraints on syllable structure. 

On this analysis, sonorants and s are permitted as new codas after 
vowel deletion by the Coda Constraint. The constraint has the 
following form: 

 NO data exists to my knowledge regarding the occurrence or nonoccurrence of vowel 
elision after glides in Portuguese. 
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Coda Constraint 

C where (C)SI s K 

C above the skeletal slot is the coda node, and C below it 
abbreviates the relevant features for the consonant. The universal 
value K specifies that a structure violates the constraint if the 
consonant's sonority index is too low. In Portuguese, the value of K 

is I 3, permitting sonorants and s as codas but not other fricatives 
or stops. 

The Coda Constraint is the formal representation of clause b) of 
Vennemann's Coda Law, which states that the preference is for 
sonorant codas, and is the structural analogue of McFetridge's 
condition that vowels delete after consonants whose resonance is 
greater than or equal to a value set by the language. 

Structures violating the constraint undergo repair through 
delinking : 

Delinking Repair Strategy 

In divida < debita and mansa < manica, Vowel Delinking and node erasure 
prompt resyllabification of the preceding consonant in both words. 
The Coda Constraint is violated in one case but not in the other: 



Repair is triggered in the latter case, delinking the consonant and 
creating extraprosodicity : 

X 

I 1 * Y  X 

d  I v i d  I i a 



Extraprosodicity is repaired by the Resyllabifying Repair Strategy, 
resyllabifying the consonant and the floating vowel. As the vowel is 
now relincensed, it does not elide, and the structure does not violate 
any syllable structure constraints. 

In mansa, the new coda passes the Coda Constraint, and the 
unassociated vowel on the segmental tier is elided. 

In summary, Old Portuguese is interesting in that new syllable 
structures created by vowel deletion are matched to existing 
syllable structure constraints. Any structure generated by vowel 
deletion which violates the constraints are repaired, and the 
original structure remains. 

3.3.4.2. Romanian 
The Coda Constraint is a universal constraint, where parametric 

variation is observable among different languages or among 
different dialects; for instance, parametric variation is observable 
between Standard and Macedonian Romanian. 

In Macedonian Romanian, apocope is attested after sonorants, as in 
kal (sg. & pl.) 'horse' < cabal(l)u, -i and an (sg. & pl.) 'year' c an(n)u, -i, but not 
after nonsonorants, as in lupii(sg.), !u& (pl.) 'wolf c h p u ,  -i. In the 
Standard dialect, apocope occurs even after nonsonorants, as in lup 
(sg.), lupi [lupy] (pl.) 'wolf c lupu, -i and g 'I ask' < e. 

In the nonlinear model of deletion presented here, the difference 
between the two Romanian dialects cited above simply lies in the 
parochial values for K in the Coda Constraint. Both dialects have the 
constraint, but the value of K differs in each: Macedonian is more 

conservative in that sonorants and 3 are permitted as codas, and 
therefore follows more closely universal syllable structure 
tendencies, while the Standard language is less conservative and 
permits obstruents as codas: 

Macedonian Romanian: K 1 3  
Standard Romanian: K I 0 



The coda constraint forbids codas composed of fricatives and stops 
in Macedonian, but does not prohibit any single coda in the Standard 
language. 

The two dialects illustrate the universality of the constraint, 
with the option of parametric variation. 

3.3.4.3. Latin 
The elision of the vowel in Latin fertis c *feritis but not in ducitis 

illustrates two things. First, the coda constraint is operative, 
permitting the liquid as a coda in the former word but not the stop 
in the second word. Second, the conservative K value of the 

constraint yields codas which follow more conservative universal 
tendencies of syllable structure, and do not match those existing in 
the language already. 

Obstruents are permitted as codas in Latin, exemplified in lectus 

and septem, for instance. The existing syllable structure conditions of 
the language tolerate any consonant as a coda: 

Existing Latin codas: K 1 0 

However, any new codas generated by vowel deletion are subject to 
stricter controls, where the K value on the Coda Constraint reflects 

the universal tendency for codas to be sonorants: 

New Latin codas: K 1 4  

This case is different from Portuguese, where all new codas 
conform to the phonotactic pattern of the language. Latin illustrates 
the fact that some languages instead force new syllable structures 
to be governed by more conservative universal principles. The 
conditions on new structures may be stricter than the conditions on 
original structures. 

Languages thus have two options for resyllabification: it may be 
governed by more conservative universal principles of syllable 
structure, or it may be governed by the particular instantiation of 
the universal pattern encountered in a given language. 
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3.4. Order of Operations 
In chapter 2, it was argued that vowel deletion be interpreted as a 

series of distinct operations, which include: 

1. Vowel Delinking 
2. Skeletal Deletion 
3. Segment Deletion 

The domain of application for the constraints of the preceding 
chapter are delinked structures, where repairs are made by relinking 
with the skeletal tier. 

The constraints discussed in this chapter apply to resyllabified 
structures. Constraint violations are repaired when the vowel is 
still available for repair. 

The system of operations and the domain of constraints and their 
associated repair strategies is therefore the following: 

1. Vowel Delinking 

Constraint domain: delinked structure 
Constraints: Accented Vowel Constraint 

HR Positional Constraints 
Repair Strategy: Vowel Relinking Repair 

2. Skeletal Deletion, Nucleus Deletion and Resyllabification 

Constraint domain: resyllabified structure 
Constraints: Branching Onset Constraint 

Coda Constraint 
Repair Strategy: Consonant Delinking 

Constraint: Consonant Extraprosodicity 
Constraint 

Repair Strategy: Resyllabifying Repair 

3. Unlicensed Segment Deletion 



Stage 3 corresponds to vowel deletion as it is traditionally 
understood; preceding it is a set of varied and necessary operations. 
The different stages, with their different domains of constraint 
application and repair, account for the phenomena relating to vowel 
deletion. Stage 2 is especially important in being able to account for 
the so-called duplication (conspiracy) problem, by which vowel 
deletion 'conspires' to produce structures consistent with existing 
syllable structure. 

3.5. Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have shown that observations about the role 

which sonorants play in vowel deletion can be reformulated in terms 
of parameterized constraints on syllable structure. These 
constraints are formal representations of the insights of Vennemann 
[I  9881 into preferable configurations of segments in the syllable 
with respect to sonority. 

The move from conditions on vowel deletion to constraints on 
syllable structure is motivated by the argument that the appearance 
of the same environmental condition in different rules is evidence 
for a higher level generalization. In this case, the conditions on 
vowel deletion described by McFetridge, which appear in separate 
rules, are instead represented as constraints on syllable codas. 

Finally, additional support for this approach is found by the fact 
that it can naturally account for data which is otherwise 
troublesome: whereas deletion is expected both before and after 
sonorants, it fails when both positions are filled by sonorants. The 
Branching Onset Constraint describes this as a condition on 
permissible onsets, a condition which is required independently as 
the formal representation of Vennemann's clause (c). 



4. Consonant Clusters 

4.1. Introduction 
The focus of this chapter is the observation that vowels delete 

preferentially before or after a single consonant. .Proceeding with 
the analysis outlined in previous chapters, it will be shown that, 
after a vowel is delinked, the new structure is resyllabified and 
evaluated by syllable structure constraints. It will be argued that 
the preferentiality of vowel deletion before and after single 
consonants is a consequence of the fact that single consonants are 
more likely to be resyllabified legally than are consonant clusters. 

The previous chapter showed that the recurrence of sonorants in 
the various vowel deletion rules was an argument for a higher level 
of organization; the condition which stated that vowel deletion 
applied preferentially when contiguous to sonorants was interpreted 
as a condition on syllable structure, and that sonorants are more 
likely to be resyllabified legally. The same argument holds for single 
consonants versus consonant clusters. 

In McFetridge's rules for apocope and syncope, the rules share 
another similar feature: 

Apocope 
Universal Process: V1 + 0 / V 2 ~ #  

Universal Conditions: C le: I = .r 2 T 

Syncope 
Universal Process: V1 + 0 / V2 Ej - ~ k V 3  

Universal Conditions: E kj 1 = T 5 TI 
C lek I I T2 

Both definitions of Apocope and Syncope stipulate that the number 
of consonants preceding the deleting vowel is small, and languages 
have the option of adjusting this number upward; syncope has the 
additional stipulation for following consonants. The conditions 
reflect the fact the vowel deletion preferentially occurs before and 
after single consonants in many languages. 
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The fact that the same conditions must be stated for distinct 
phonological processes is evidence for a higher order generalization. 
Such a generalization would be stated once at this level of 
organization, and would not be duplicated at lower levels. 

The conditions on syncope and apocope in McFetridge's rules 
reflect clause a) of Vennemann's Coda Law and Head Law, reproduced 
in section 3.3.1, which states that single segments are preferred to 
multiple ones at syllable margins. This suggests that the relevant 
level of representation is the syllable. 

This chapter will continue the two-fold theme from the last 
chapter by reinterpreting conditions on vowel deletion rules as 
conditions on syllable structure, and by formalizing Vennemann's 
preference laws as parameterized syllable structure constraints. 

Section 4.2 will present data to illustrate the blocking effect of 
consonant clusters on vowel deletion, and section 4.3 will present 
an analysis within the TCRS framework. 

4.2. Data 
Vowel deletion in a number of languages takes place if the vowel 

is in open syllable, and the preceding syllable is also open, called 
the double open syllable environment [Goldsmith, 19901 or the two- 
sided open syllable environment [McCarthy, 19861. 

Vowel deletion is blocked in many languages where consonant 
clusters either precede or follow. Deletion may be blocked by the 
presence of two or more consonants, and also by the type of cluster 
which precedes the vowel. These phenomena are illustrated by data 
from a number of languages. 

In Portuguese, apocope fails after two consonants but not after 
one [Williams, 19621: 

Latin 
am6re 
male 

Gloss 
love 
evil 



but, 
carne 
dente 
ille 
di xi 
tune 
septe 

carne 
dente 
i l e  
disse 
torre 
sete 

flesh, meat 
tooth 
he 
I said 
tower 
seven 

Apocope is blocked by the presence of a preceding consonant cluster. 
For syncope, the same pattern holds, as in: 

placitu 
recitare 

prazo 
rezar 

term 
to pray 

but, 
fraxinu [fraksinu] freixo (OP freixeo) ash-tree 
persicu pissego peach 

Degemination occurs early in trisyllabic and longer words, hence 
syncope after single 1 in L. gallicu > *galego > P. galgo 'chicken'; in 
bisyllabic words like L. > P. i& degemination is delayed until 
after the application of apocope. 

Also evident in the historical data for Portuguese is the failure of 
syncope before two consonants [Huber, 19331: 

Portuguese Gloss 
vontade (OP voontade) will 
parecer to seem 

The presence of following consonant clusters inhibits deletion of 
the atonic vowel. 

In the last chapter, data demonstrating apheresis before liquids 
and nasals in the Rumansch dialect of Sent (Low Engadin) was 
presented, as in: 

Latin Gloss 
directu dre tt right 
sinistru Sneitar the left side 
tenere tiiiir to hold 

However, syncope fails if two consonants follow the initial vowel: 



Latin - 
gingiva 
portare 
dorniire 

Sent Gloss 
diandiiva gum 
porthr to cany 
dorniir to sleep 

Elision regularly occurs between an obstruent and a liquid or nasal, 
yet forms like C e a n d  cdrmir are not attested. 

Syncope after a single consonant is attested in standard Iraqi 
(Baghdad dialect). For instance, the stem vowel of verbs is dropped 
when in medial position, such as before the 3rd p. feminine and the 
3rd p. plural suffixes in the perfect, -a and -= respectively [Erwin, 
19631. The 3rd p. masculine, which has no suffix, is given for 
comparison: 

?aka1 'to eat' 
3M ?aka1 'he ate' 
3F ?aklat < *?akalat 'she ate' 
3P ?aklaw < *?akalaw 'they ate' 

a is lost medially after affixation. In the 1st and 2nd p., the stem 
vowel is accented and never elides. 

However, when two consonants precede the stem vowel, syncope 
fails, illustrated in the following verbs. Here, the medial vowel 
reduces to i or U: 

staxdam 'to employ' 
3M staxdam 'he employed' 
3F staxdimat < *staxdamat 'she employed' 
3P staxdinlaw < *staxdaniaw 'they employed' 

xarmai 'to scratch, claw' 
3M xarmai 'he scratched' 
3F xarmuiat < * x m a S a t  'she scratched' 
3P xarmuiaw < *xarmaSaw 'they scratched' 

Syncope fails after two consonants. 
The sole exception to this statement can be found with geminates: 

syncope can occur here, as in: 

baddal .'to change' 
3M baddal 'he changed' 
3F baddlat < * baddalat 'she changed' 
3P baddlaw < "baddalaw 'they changed' 



According to Erwin, the geminate degeminates in syllable-final 
position; when intervocalic, the syllable boundary falls between the 
geminates, as with any other consonant cluster. The development of 
baddlat is therefore: 

where periods represent internal syllable boundaries. Syncope 
occurs after geminate clusters, but not after other types of 
clusters. 

In the Yawelmani dialect of Yokuts, an Amerindian language, 
syncope occurs after a single consonant but fails after two 
consonants [Lapointe and Feinstein, 19821. This pattern is evident in 
verbal forms where medial vowels are elided. The following suffixes 
are relevant to the data to be presented: 

Passive Aorist (i>t 
Commitative mix 
Mediopassive in 
Dubitative al 

The vowel of w a n d  are elided when medial and when a single 
consonant precedes: 

xat- 'eat' pan% 'arrive' pa7t- 'fight' 

Passive Aorist xatit panat pa?i t 

Comrnitative xatmixit 
Passive Aorist 

panamxit pa7itmixit 
(<*pan8-mix-it) 

Mediopassive xatnal pannal pa7tinal 
Dubitative (<*xat-in-al) (<*panii-in-al) 

In the commitative passive aorist, elision of the suffixal vowel 
occurs in panamxit because the verb root ends in a vowel and therefore 
the eliding vowel is preceded by the single consonant a; this is not 
the case for xatmixit and pa?itmixit, where a' cluster is formed by 
suffixal and the final consonant of the root; deletion fails after 



two consonants. Similarly in the mediopassive dubitative, formed by 
the suffixes -in-al, the first suffixal vowel is lost in xatnal and pannal, 

but not in pa?tinal since the presence of the two verbal consonants 
blocks deletion. 

Yawelmani syncope is also blocked before two consonants. This 
phenomenon can be illustrated with the aorist suffix bin: 

xat- 'eat' pan% 'arrive' pa?.t- 'fight' 

Aorist xathin panahin pa?i.thin 

Mediopassive xatnal pannal pa?.tinal 
Dubitative (<*xat-in-al) (<*pana-in-al) 

Mediopassive xatinhin 
Aorist 

paninhin pa?.tinhin 

The mediopassive morpheme appears in both the mediopassive 
dubitative and mediopassive aorist forms; syncope occurs in the 
former group, where a single consonant follows the vowel, but not in 
the latter group, where the cluster follows the vowel. 

The same pattern of vowel deletion is observed in Tonkawa, 
another Amerindian language. The second vowel of a word elides, 
unless it is preceded by two consonants [Kenstowicz and Kisseberth, 
19771. This is observable in the following verbs: 

notoxo- 'to hoe' 
picena- 'to cut' 
yakapa- 'to hit' 

notxo? 'he hoes it' 
picno? 'he cuts it' 
yakpo? 'he hits him' 

The failure of vowel elision after two consonants is evident in the 
fo l lowing:  

doxwnawo- 'to smell' 
yasxawo- 'to scare' 

doxwnawo's 'I smell it' 
yasxawo's 'I scare him' 

In both cases, the medial vowel remains, and the forms @dox%wo's 

and @yasxwo's are not attested. 
Tonkawa syncope is not only blocked by the presence of two 

preceding consonants, but also by the presence of two following 



consonants [Kenstowicz and Kisseberth, 19771. The verb roots netale 

and picena lose their first vowel when the prefix we is added, but the 
root salke does not. Also, the root nepaxke never loses its second 
vowel: 

netale- 'to lick' 
picena- 'to cut' 

we-ntale-n-o? 'he is licking it/theml 
we-pcena-n-o? 'he is cutting itlthem' 

but, 
salke- 'pull sinew from meat' we-salk-o? 'he pulls sinew from meat' 
nepaxke 'to smoke' nepaxke-n-o? 'he is smoking' 

Syncopated forms with consonant clusters like ewe-slk-07 and cnepxke- 

m a r e  not attested. 
The general pattern which emerges is that many languages 

tolerate vowel deletion before and after single consonants, but not 
before or after consonant clusters. The analysis proposed here is 
that this prohibition is not a condition on vowel deletion; instead it 
will be claimed that in these cases vowel deletion creates 
consonant clusters which cannot be licensed by the syllable given 
the syllable constraints of the language. 

A final set of facts to be considered is the failure of deletion 
after muta cum liquida clusters (obstruent + liquid). Relevant data is 
especially abundant in the Romance languages. In French, for 
instance, vowel deletion readily occurs after consonant clusters, 
except after muta cum liquida clusters: 

Latin French Gloss 
s y n c o ~ ~  vindiciire venger (OF venchier) to revenge 

dormitoriu dortoir dormitory 
hospi tale h6tel (OF ostel) hotel 
masticare micher (OF maschier) to chew 

but, 
caprifoliu chevrefeuil a climbing shrub 
quadrifurcu carrefour crossroad 
Petriciiicu Perrecy (name) 
impliciire employer (OF ernpleiier) to employ 



  DO COD^ came chair 
portu port 
factu fait 
viginti vingt 

but, 
duplu 
inflb 
febre 
patre 

double 
enfle 
f i b r e  
pere 

flesh 
door 
fdc t 
twenty 

double 
I swell, inflate 
fever 
mother 

The same pattern is observed in other Romance languages. In 
Standard Romanian, for instance, apocope is blocked after muta cum 
liquida clusters but not after other clusters: 

Latin 
ursu 
calcb 
ventu 
pasc6 

but, 
nigru 
socru 
sufflcl 
afflb 

Romanian 
urs 
calc 
vint 
pasc 

negru 
socru 
suflu 
aflu 

Gloss 
bear 
I trample 
wind 
I feed 

black 
mother-in-law 
I blow 
I learn (of), hear 

The goal of this chapter is to show that the same or similar 
principles operating in each language can account for these facts 
from across a range of languages. These principles monitor the 
consonant clusters produced by vowel deletion and describe repairs 
for violations. 

4.3. Syllable Structure Constraints and Repairs 
The failure of vowel deletion before or after consonant clusters 

can be accounted for in terms of resyllabification. The deletion of a 
vowel removes the nucleus of a syllable and forces resyllabification 
of any consonants which were in the syllable. 

Vowel deletion in this thesis is interpreted as Vowel Delinking, 
Skeletal Deletion and Nucleus Deletion, followed by resyllabification 
and unlicensed Segment Deletion. After resyllabification, but before 
Segment Deletion, syllable structure constraints monitor the new 



structures. Where consonant clusters are present, branching onsets 
or codas are formed. This may be problematic for the following 
reasons: branching onsets or codas may not be permitted at all in 
some languages or, if they are permitted, there may be strict 
conditions on sonority sequencing. These facts are accounted for by 
reference to substantive constraints which forbid branching 
structure, and by constraints specifying the permissible sonority 
gradient of a branching structure. 

As an example, if syncope were to occur in Iraqi xarmuiat, yielding 
*xarmSat, the nasal must be resyllabified with the preceding or 
following syllable. The preceding syllable is already closed, so if a 
is resyllabified there, a branching coda is created. If it is 
resyllabified with the following syllable, a branching onset is 
formed. Similarly in Portuguese, syncope of 1 in closed syllable in 
voluntate (*volntade) necessitates the resyllabification of two 
consonants, 1 and a, creating either a branching coda or a branching 
onset. 

Thus the problem is not one of a sequence of consonantal segments 
as such; the problem is resyllabification of consonants where it 
creates branching structures. Branching structures which violate the 
syllable structure conditions of the language must be repaired. 
Vennemann's clause (a) of both the Head and Coda Laws will be 
formalized here as constraints prohibiting branching onsets and 
codas. 

Even in those languages which permit branching structures, 
restrictions might be placed on the content of such structures. 
For example, coda clusters with a falling sonority sequence are 
universally preferred over clusters with a rising sequence. 
Vennemann's clause (c) of both the Head and Coda Laws will be 
formalized as parameterized constraints specifying the sonority 
gradient of an onset or coda cluster, permitting individual languages 

to adjust the value to permit a lesser or greater range of structures. 
Thus two types of constraint will be examined below, one of which 

forbids branching structures, and the other monitors the sonority 
gradient of a branching structure. Where a consonant cannot be 



syllabified without violating one of these types of constraints, it is 
extrasyllabic and must be repaired. 

The Consonant Extraprosodicity Constraint is reproduced below 
from the previous chapter: 

Consonant Extraprosodicity Constraint 

C abbreviates the relevant set of features. Structures such as the 
above are repaired by the Resyllabifying Repair Strategy, which 
resyllabifies the extraprosodic consonant with a floating vowel 
contiguous to it: 

Resyllabifying Repair Strategy 

Higher level association lines and constituents are also added which 
fully organize the structures as independent syllables. 

This repair preserves the original structure of the word, in 
accordance with the Preservation Principle, by relinking the 
unlicensed vowel and protecting it from unlicensed Segment 
Deletion. 

The remainder of the chapter will discuss resyllabification with 
reference to universal conditions on syllable structure, formalized 
as parameterized constraints. 

4.3.1. Nonbranching Constraints 
As Vennemann [I9881 points out in the Head Law and in the Coda 

Law, reproduced in the previous chapter, syllable heads and codas 
are more preferred if they contain a single segment, i.e. if the 



structure is nonbranching. Branching structures are more marked. 
Languages thus differ according to whether branching structures are 
permissible or not. 

In this section, four languages are examined. It will be 
demonstrated first that branching codas or onsets are not permitted 
by the phonotactics of each, and second that vowel deletion is not 
permitted to generate branching codas or onsets. Two substantive 
constraints, the Nonbranching Coda Constraint and the Nonbranching 
Onset Constraint, ensure that new structures generated by vowel 
deletion conform to the canonical forms. These constraints formally 
represent Vennemann's observations about single consonants 
appearing in the head or coda position (clause (a)). 

4.3.1 .l. Yawelmani 
Yawelmani syllable structure is very simple, exhibiting the 

following two canonical shapes [Newman, 19441: 

cv cvc 

Syllables may have a single consonant as an onset or as a coda. The 
rules of syllable division specify that a single consonant between 
vowels belongs to the second syllable, and two intervocalic 
consonants are divided, the first forming the coda of the first 
syllable and the second forming the onset of the second syllable. 
This language permits neither branching onsets nor branching codas. 

Vowel deletion before or after single consonants will not present 
any problems for the syllable structure principles extant in this 
language. In *xa.ti.naI and *pa.nii.mi.xit, for instance, the consonant 
resyllabifies as the coda of the preceding syllable, yielding the 
correctly syllabified xat.nal and pa.nam.xit. 

Vowel deletion before or after two consonants creates syllable 
structures not permissible in the language, namely branching codas 
or onsets. They are marked structures in this particular language, 
and vowel deletion may not generate them. 



Two constraints operative in Yawelmani monitor the output of 
vowel deletion. These constraints are the Nonbranching Coda 
Constraint and the Nonbranching Onset Constraint: 

Nonbranching Coda Nonbranching Onset 
Const ra in t  Constra int  

The constraints forbid the presence of consonant clusters 
functioning as either a coda or an onset. 

The constraints are universal in nature and reflect the universal 
preference for single segments occurring as an onset or coda. 
Individual languages have the option to override the constraints; 
they are 'parametric' in the sense of Paradis [1988], providing 
options which can be selected. Languages which choose to bypass the 
constraints may have branching onsets or codas. 

Vowel Delinking and node erasure are phonological operations 
whose application is free, although their output is monitored by a 
series of constraints, as we have seen. These operations prompt 
resyllabification, and the two constraints given above become 
operative. Any new structures with a branching onset or coda violate 
the constraints and undergo repair. 

In Yawelmani, for instance, the development of xatnal  c 'xatinal and 
xatinhin proceeds as follows. Vowel Delinking is followed by deletion 
of the skeletal and nucleus nodes, illustrated below for the former 
word: 



Loss of the nucleus node prompts resyllabification: 

This structure does not violate either of the nonbranching 
constraints: the single segment 1 forms the new coda, and the onset 
of the following syllable remains the same. Unlicensed Segment 
Deletion produces the correctly syllabified xatnal. 

In xatinhin (xa.tin.hin), on the other hand, the medial consonants cause 
problems for resyllabification. Both consonants cannot be 
resyllabified with the preceding syllable without violating the 
Nonbranching Coda Constraint: 



Nor can n be syllabified with the following syllable without 
violating the Nonbranching Onset Constraint: 

This results in the extrasyllabicity of n, 

necessitating repair by the Resyllabifying Repair Strategy, which 

relinks the floating vowel with 11 in the rhyme of a new syllable: 



X X X X  X X X  X 

By the regular principles of syllable division in Yawelmani, _t is the 
onset of the second syllable. The repair results in the original form 
of the word being conserved. 

An analysis which assumes interaction between vowel deletion 
and syllable structure, and which assumes that repairs can be made 
to syllable structure violations before the vowel on the segmental 
level is lost, can explain the facts in this language: 

1) Existing codas and onsets do not branch 
2) Syncope occurs before and after a single consonant 
3) Syncope fails before and after consonant sequences 

4.3.1.2. Ton kawa 
Tonkawa is like Yawelmani in its syllable structure. Syllables 

have one of two canonical shapes, either CV or CVC [Hoijer, 19381. A 
single intervocalic consonant is syllabified with the following 
vowel, and two consonants are divided by a syllable boundary, 
forming the coda of one syllable and the onset of the next one. 
Hoijer gives some examples: 

ne. bax.gan 'tobacco' 
ga.l.woY .s 'I gamble' 
ba.b.no'.s 'I set the table' 

Word-final consonants may be syllabic, as in the latter two 
examples. 



Tonkawa, like Yawelmani, does not permit branching onsets or 
codas. Tautosyllabic clusters cannot be syllabified by the parochial 
principles of syllable structure. 

It is thus evident that vowel deletion presents the same problems 
for syllable structure as in Yawelmani. Vowel deletion cannot 
generate a branching coda or a branching onset. Such clusters are 
necessarily created by resyllabification when more than one 
consonant either precedes or follows the eliding vowel. 
Resyllabification (and Segment Deletion) in *we.ne.ta.le.no? produces 
the nonbranching coda wen.ta.le.1107, and therefore does not violate any 
constraint, whereas *yas.xa.wo7s cannot be resyllabified as either 
*yasx.wo7s, with a branching coda *%, or as *yas.xwo7s, with a 
branching onset *w. 

Both the Nonbranching Coda Constraint and the Nonbranching Onset 
Constraint apply in this language. In both languages, the same 
constraints maintain existing syllable structure conditions by 
prohibiting the generation of new clusters functioning as onsets or 
codas. These constraints are construed as universal in the sense of 
substantive universals; they are available to be included or not in 
the phonology of particular languages. 

4.3.1.3. lraqi 
Syllable structure in lraqi Arabic differs from Yawelmani and 

Tonkawa in one respect: consonant clusters are tolerated at word 
margins, but not medially [Erwin, 19691. In other words, word onsets 
and codas may branch, but word-internal ones may not. Syncope 
'conspires' to preserve the more restricted word-internal structure. 

Erwin [I 9691 describes lraqi syllable structure as follows. The 
first syllable of an lraqi word may begin with one or two 
consonants, but every syllable other than the first always begins 
with one consonant only; when there are two consonants or a 
geminate in the middle of a word, the syllable division falls between 
them. A geminate can occur before another consonant, but it 
degeminates in this position (and in word-final position). Medial 
tautosyllabic clusters are not found in Iraqi. 



Word-final clusters of consonants occur, for example &'wiret and 
m ' a n e s t h e t i c ' .  Word-initial clustering is free and many combinations 
of consonants are attested, such as dlaal 'coffee pots' and nSuuf 'we see'. 

Thus branching onsets and codas are permitted in this language, but 
only at word margins. 

A general theoretical issue concerns the relaxation of strict 
restictions on consonant clustering at word margins. For instance, 
Kenstowicz [I9941 notes that both English and Polish permit 
clusters which violate sonority sequencing at word margins; 
however, if it is assumed that the outermost consonant is 
extrasyllabic, then the remaining segments obey the sonority 
sequencing principle. Thus Kenstowicz claims that the relaxation of 
restrictions at the word margin does not invalidate core syllable 
structure, although he notes that the licensing of extrasyllabic 
material is as yet subject to different interpretations. 

Furthermore, Goldsmith [I9901 claims that Arabic as a whole 
permits a supernumerary consonant word-finally, and therefore 
permits extra segmental material in this position which could not be 
syllabified according to the priciples that hold word-internally. 
Moreover, he argues that the simplest statement of stress 
assignment in Classical Arabic requires that the supernumerary 
consonant not form part of the preceding syllable, but is rather a 
case of licensed extrasyllabicity at the word margin. 

In Iraqi, therefore, the Nonbranching Onset and Coda Constraints 
are operative medially, but not at word margins. The output of 
syncope is subject to these constraints. 

A single consonant is easily resyllabified as the coda of the 
preceding syllable without violating the constraints, as in *?a.ka.lat > 

?ak.lat. However a problem arises in the case where deletion creates 
branching structures, as in staxdimat (stax.di.mat ). Whether the 
consonant is syllabified with the preceding or following syllable, 
branching structures are created and result in constraint violations: 



s t a x  d i m a t  s t a x d i m a t  

Such structures are dismantled, and the ensuing extrasyllabicity of 
the consonant is repaired by resyllabifying with the floating vowel. 

Syncope after geminates in the standard language is the result of a 
particular repair strategy, degemination, and will be discussed in 
section 5.4. in the following chapter. 

4.3.1.4. Portuguese 
In this section, it will be demonstrated that the Nonbranching Coda 

Constraint can account for the failure of apocope after a consonant 
cluster. 

Portuguese apocope fails after two consonants. Apocope after a 
single consonant results in that consonant being resyllabified. as the 
coda of the preceding syllable, as in L. ambre > P. amor 'love'. New 
codas generated by vowel deletion matched the codas extant in Old 
Portuguese before vowel deletion occurred; permissible codas are 
liquids, nasals and sibilants. 

In the shift from Latin to Old Portuguese, the range of Latin codas 
became limited to those just mentioned. In particular, branching 
codas were entirely eliminated, as in the Latin 3rd. p. plural suffix - 
ant, -m > P. -am [awl, -em. The Nonbranching Coda Constraint came 
into effect as Old Portuguese reverted to more universal principles 
of syllable structure, and vowel deletion could not generate 
branching coda structures. 

In words like came and dente, the erasure of the skeletal and nucleus 
nodes above the final vowel prompted resyllabification, resulting in 
the following structures: 



Such branching codas violate the Nonbranching Coda Constraint, 
triggering the repair by resyllabifying the second consonant with the 
original final vowel. 

In &c L. male, the single consonant can be resyllabified without 
violating the constraint, 

and final g can be deleted. 
The same constraint is operative for Portuguese syncope, as in 

volunt3te > 'voontade > P. vontade. The structure, 

v o l u  n t a d e  

violates the Nonbranching Coda Constraint, and undergoes repair. 
If resyllabification of the original coda is with the following 

onset, forming a branching onset, 



V O I U  n t a d e  

the structure is still impermissible. Even though Portuguese permits 
branching onsets, they follow universal tendencies for such 
structures, consisting of an obstruent + liquid, as in f lor ' f lower' .  

The structures generated by both syncope and apocope conform to 
the Nonbranching Coda Constraint (among others), otherwise they are 
repaired. 

It is usually assumed that apocope is the loss of a final vowel in 
open syllable; for instance, McFetridge specifies in his universal 
rule for apocope that the vowel must be in open syllable. 

Here it is assumed that apocope affects vowels in final open or 
closed syllables. The reason that deletion often fails in closed final 
syllable is that a branching word-final coda is produced, a structure 
which may conflict with the Nonbranching Coda Constraint in many 
languages. 

In Portuguese, for instance, apocope historically failed in closed 
syllable [Huber, 1933; Williams, 19621. This is evident in nouns, 
which undergo apocope in the singular but not in the plural: 

Latin stem Sinaular Plural 
s61e sol s6is 

Gloss 
sun 

cane OP cam (mod. ciio) caes dog 
am6re amor amore s love 
vice vez vezes change 

Similarly, elision fails in the 3rd. person plural of verbs, as in 
habuerint > houverem and *quaerent (for quaerunt) > querem. 

From what we have already seen about the syllable structure of 
Old Portuguese, apocope in closed syllable creates a branching coda, 
violating the Nonbranching Coda Constraint, 



*sols 
vezs 

and exactly parallels the failure of apocope after two consonants: 

The failure of apocope in closed syllable is attributable to the 
presence of the Nonbranching Coda Constraint in the grammar of the 
language, and is not a defining feature of apocope per se. 

In summary, the data for Portuguese syncope and apocope are 
unified by reference to the Nonbranching Coda Constraint: the same 
constraint monitors the output of both syncope and apocope as far as 
these processes generate new codas. 

4.3.2. Branching Constraints 
Two constraints were discussed in the previous section in relation 

to several languages, constraints which prohibit branching. These 
constraints are parametric, not prohibiting branching on a universal 
scale, but merely providing an option for individual languages. The 
constraints in question are not sensitive to the content of branching 
structures in those languages which do permit branching. In the 
following sections, we will examine languages which have 
constraints sensitive to the content of branching onsets or codas. 

4.3.2.1. Sent 
In the preceding chapter, data was presented to show that 

apheresis occurs in Low Engadin Rumansch between an obstruent and 
a sonorant, as in L. directu > S. drett and tenere > tfihir. Sent permits 
branching onsets such as & and b, where the second member of the 
cluster is sufficiently sonorant, and the sonority gradient between 
the two consonants is sufficiently steep (cf. morir, not 'mfir).' 

triconsontal cluster is observed in Spranlsa < L. spcrantia 'hope'; coronal consonants 
(the unmarked point of articulation for consonants) are commonly found at word 
margins [Kenstowicz, 19941. 

9 2  



Discussion in the previous chapter showed that a particular 
constraint exists in this language, reproduced below, which 
monitors branching onsets for these characteristics: 

Branching Onset Constraint  

CI c2 where a) (C~)S I  2 B 

b) (C2)SI - (C1)SI I A 

Parts a) and b) of the constraint permit the new cluster in drett but 
prohibit * d r .  

Sent apheresis regularly fails when the syllable is closed because 
a triconsonantal cluster is created. Such new clusters must meet 
the conditions on the constraint or be repaired. For instance, 
resyllabification in porthr yields: 

p o r t  a r 

This onset violates the constraint because it is triconsonantal. 
Triconsonantal clusters like *prt (porthr), *drm (dormir), and *dindi 

(diandiiva) consistently trigger repair, so that marked syllable onsets 
like *prt~r,  'dmir and *dindiiva are not attested. Clusters such as 
these are delinked, followed by repair of extrasyllabicity by 
resyllabifying with the unlicensed vowel. 



4.3.2.2. Chi-Mwiini Onsets 
Chi-Mwiini demonstrates the operation of another type of syllable 

structure constraint interacting with vowel deletion.2 
In section 3.2.3 data was presented from this dialect which 

showed that vowel deletion preferentially occurs before voiceless 
consonants [Whiteley, 1965; Kenstowicz and Kisseberth, 19771, but 
fails before sonorants. The data proved problematic for McFetridge's 
model because, in his analysis, it is assumed that the resonancy of a 
consonant conditions the application of syncope and apocope; his 
analysis predicts that, if deletion occurs before obstruents, then it 
will also occur before more resonant consonants. Yet in this 
language deletion fails before sonorants and occurs before voiceless 
nonsonorants. His analysis makes predictions that are not borne out 
in Chi-Mwiini. 

I will argue here that the patterns of deletion relate to a syllable 
structure constraint; the analysis for Chi-Mwiini is consistent with 
those already presented by demonstrating that vowels delete if the 
ensuing structure is consistent with the phonotactics. 

In Chi-Mwiini,3 the vowel of a prefix will delete if the consonant 
following it is not voiced. Kenstowicz and Kisseberth call this vowel  
drop to distinguish it from a second vowel deletion rule. Examples 
below include the infinitive prefix ku, which spirantizes to after 
vowel drop, the 1st pl. subject prefix chi, which converts to & after 
elision, and the subject prefix zl, which assimilates to s after 
el is ion: 

2 ~ h i - ~ w i i n i  or Bravanese (spoken in the the city of Brava, Somalia) is classified by 
Kenstowicz and Kisseberth [I9771 as a language closely related to Swahili, but 
Whiteley [ I  9651 and Polome [ I  9671 classify Bravanese as the most northerly dialect 
of Swahili, spelling the name as Ci-Miini. 
3 ~ o w e l  deletion in a prefix fails in Chi-Mwimi before an object prefix [Kenstowicz 
and Kisseberth, 19771; this is true also of the process they refer to as vowel drop. 
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Vowel D r o ~  No Vowel Drop 
ku: x-pik-a - 'to cook' ku- bo3-a 'to steal' 

x-fut-a 'to wash' ku-viv-a 'to be ripe' 
x-kos-a 'to make a mistake' ku-gaf-a 'to make a mistake' 

chi: sh-pe:z-d-6 'we swept' - chi-mo:z-d-e 'we shaved' 
sh-tokos-e:z-6 'we boiled' chi-nu:nsh-it-6 'we smelled something' 

zi: s-fof-e:t-e 'they want to graze' zi-vu:nz-il-a 'they were broken' - 
s-pish-il-a 'they were cooked' zi-box-el-a 'they were stolen' 

After vowel drop, the consonant of the prefix becomes a continuant 
if it was originally a stop, and assimilates in voicing to the 
following consonant, illustrated in the following derivation: 

ku-pik-a zi-pish-il-a 
kpika zpishila vowel drop 

I I spishila voicingassimilation 
xpika I ,  spirantization 

In the noun morphology, the noun class prefixes chi, ku and a are 
realized as sh, 5 and 5 respectively preceding voiceless consonants 
[Whiteley, 19651. Some examples are: 

Vowel D r o ~  No Vowel Drop 
ku: x-sula - 'wanting' ku-$ma 'cultivatingt4 
chi: sh-kapu 'basket' chi-bun 'small sand-dune' 
zi: s-kapu - 'baskets' zi-buri 'small sand-dunes' 

zi-li 'beds'  

The second vowel deletion rule in Chi-Mwiini deletes the vowel of 
a prefix regardless of the voicing of the following consonant. This 
deletion rule applies only if the preceding consonant is a nasal. Thus, 
the vowel elides regularly in the 3rd sg. (human) object prefix mu 
and in the 1st sg. subject and object prefix ni: 

mu: wa-m-bo:z-et-e - 'they stole from him' 
wa-m-som-esh-e:z-e 'they taught him' 
wa-m-gi:s-it-e 'they pulled him' 

42. is an alveolar fricative. 



ni: n-vu:nz-i+-e - ' I  broke something' 
n-som-ed-e ' I  read' 
m-phish-i+-e ( "n-phish-it4 ' I  cooked' 

This process Kenstowicz and Kisseberth refer to as vowel deletion. 
Although these have been analyzed as two different rules, it is 

possible in the model proposed in this thesis to give a single account 
which explains the facts as a consequent of constraints on syllable 
structure. To do so, we compare the syllable onsets which vowel 
deletion creates with those which the language permits. 

First, deletion occurs between nasals and voiced or voiceless 
consonants, as in wa-m-bo:z-et-e and n-vu:nz-it-6. Deletion creates 
clusters of nasal + obstruent in these cases. 

Second, deletion occurs between an obstruent and a voiceless 
obstruent, as in *zi-kapu > skapu. Assimilation of the first consonant 
after vowel drop produces an onset of voiceless consonant + 
voiceless consonant. 

Third, deletion fails between an obstruent and a voiced consonant, 
as in zi-buri and chi-buri. If deletion were to occur, assimilation would 
produce an onset of voiced consonant + voiced consonant: *zburi and 
" zburi. 

The pattern is therefore the following: 

Attested Seauence~ 
Voiceless + Voiceless 
Nasal + Obstruent 

Unattested Sequences 
Voiced + Voiced 

Syllable structure principles relate to these onsets in the following 
way. 

According to Polome [1967], Swahili syllable types include V (or 
N), CV and CCV; however the type CCV is restricted to syllables with 
either a nasal or 1 as first consonant, as in ltambi 'wick ' ,  or the second 
consonant is the glide ~ o r  i, as in kubwa 'big, large'; the type CCCV 
contains a nasal as the first consonant and w the third, as in nvannwa 

'sandy wastes'. Consonant sequences are always tautosyllabic (except 
in loan words), thus .ma.mba. and .ku.bwa.. 



The phonotactics of Swahili provide an explanation of why vowel 
deletion readily occurs in the prefixes =and ni, regardless of the 
voicing of the following consonant, for the resultant cluster is 
consistent with existing syllable structure conditions in the 
language. New structures like wambo:ze)e < *wa-mu-boz-d-e and nsomeSC 

< *ni-som-e~-e are consistent with existing structures like ki'iti:nda 'to 

cut it' and kulufu:qga 'to close it'. 

The case is different where vowel elision generates new clusters 
of obstruents not described by the existing phonotactics, such as xs, 
zb and ib; their acceptability or nonacceptability is determined by a - 
universal principle of syllable structure. 

The branching onset constraint described in the previous chapter 
is inapplicable in this case, for the sonority gradient of the clusters 
is irrelevant to the pattern of deletion. For instance, a cluster of 
fricative + stop is permitted to be generated in xpika < *kupika,but not 
in *zburi < zi-buri; the difference between the clusters is simply one of 
voicing. 

Greenberg [I9651 found evidence for a relevant universal in his 
examination of morpheme initial and final consonant sequences in 
the many languages he examined: a cluster of unvoiced obstruents is 
favored over a cluster of voiced obstruents. The existence of a 
voiced obstruent cluster is a more marked structure than a voiceless 
one. 

The table below is reproduced from Greenberg [1965, p.231. It 
summarizes his observations of syllable onsets in 90 languages: 

Unvoiced + Unvoiced - Unvoiced + Unvoiced 
Obst. Obst. Obst. Obst. 

Voiced + Voiced 
Obst. Obst. 3 1 1 

- Voiced + Voiced 
Obst. Obst. 46 12 

Languages which have voiceless clusters of onsets but no voiced 
ones number 46, compared with 1 language (a dialect of Karen) 
which has voiced onsets but no voiceless. ones. 31 languages had both 

voiced and voiceless onsets, while 12 had neither. Greenberg 



concludes that there is a universal tendency for the preference of 
voiceless obstruent clusters over voiced ones in the onset position. 

Thus in Chi-Mwiini, vowel deletion may not generate sequences of 
voiced obstruents, in accordance with the above universal tendency; 
nor indeed may sequences of voiced obstruent + sonorant be 
generated, as in &'beds1 > *zli, although nasal + voiced or voiceless 
obstruent clusters are permissible. 

By combining the universal preference for voiceless obstruent 
clusters with the existing preference in Chi-Mwiini for nasal + 
voiced or voiceless consonant clusters, the following constraint is 
established for onsets in this language: 

Onset Constraint 

The constraint monitors the output of resyllabification. The 
constraint permits sequences of nasal + voiced obstruent, but 
prohibits sequences of nonnasal plus any voiced consonant. In the 
case of a constraint violation, the structure is delinked, and the 
extraprosodic consonant is repaired by resyllabifying it with the 
floating vowel. 

Thus the constraint prohibits the sequence of consonants in zi-buri, 
for the first consonant is nonnasal and the second is voiced: 



This structure is delinked and repaired by resyllabifying the initial 
consonant with the original vowel. 

Similarly, in words like chi-buri (>*iburi), the constraint monitors 
the new cluster: 

ch i b u r i  

A violation also occurs because the first consonant is nonnasal and 
the second is voiced. 

The constraint in Chi-Mwiini is language-specific, but is 
motivated by a universal tendency to prefer clusters of voiceless 
obstruents over voiced ones; clusters of voiced consonants are 
permitted only if the first is a nasal. 

The analysis presented above has the advantage of being able to 
unify the two different vowel elision processes in Chi-Mwiini, 
namely vowel deletion and vowel drop. This analysis assumes that a 
preliminary resyllabification is monitored by a single syllable 
structure constraint, motivated in part by the phonotactics of the 
language and in part by a universal syllable structure tendency. 

4.3.2.3. Muta cum Liquida Clusters 
In a number of languages, branching codas are permitted but their 

constituents follow universal tendencies for syllable codas: the 
sonority of the consonants in the branching coda must decrease 
towards the syllable margin, which will be accounted for by a 
parameterized constraint controlling the sonority slope. 

For this reason vowel deletion generally fails after clusters of 
obstruent + liquid, but not after other types of clusters, as in 
Romanian g < ursu and &t < ventu, but neqru < niqru and socru < socru. The 
codas which would be generated by vowel deletion in the latter 



examples are marked in that they do not follow universal syllable 
structure tendencies. 

McFetridge [I9891 accounts for the failure of vowel deletion after 
muta cum liquida clusters by assuming that the resonancy gradient 
of the preceding cluster is one of the conditions on deletion. A 
decreasing gradient conditions elision but an increasing gradient 
does not. Elision occurs in French chair < came because the resonancy 
gradient decreases, whereas it fails after the increasing gradient in 
& e m .  

The approach advocated here assumes a parameterized constraint 
on coda clusters and is the formal representation of part (c) of 
Vennemann's Coda Law: a conservative adjustment of the relevant 
parameter results in a coda shape with decreasing sonority toward 
the margin. This is a parameterized condition on syllable structure 
rather than on vowel deletion. Vowel deletion after muta cum liquida 
clusters will violate the constraint if, as in French, the language 
specifies a more conservative value for the constraint: 

The Romance muta cum liquida data illustrate the operation of the 
Branching Coda Constraint, which specifies the sonority seuqence of 
the cluster: 

Branching Coda Constraint 

The constraint forbids a sequence of consonants whose sonority 
gradient is not sufficiently steep. Language-specific values for A 

will determine the permissible sonority sequence in any given 

1 0 0  



language. Languages can permit vowel deletion after muta cum 
liquida clusters if the value of A is set sufficiently low. 

In the French examples above, the sonority sequence of the two 
codas is the following: 

rn r - n  = 7 - 5  = 2 
*tr t - r = 5 7  = -6.5 

The Branching Coda Constraint does not permit sequences with a 
negative value in French, i.e. a coda with an increasing gradient as it 
nears the syllable margin. Such marked structures are repaired. 

Applying the sonority gradient to new branching codas generated 
by resyllabification permits an explanation, not only of the failure 
of French apocope after muta cum liquida clusters, but also after 
some other type of clusters. 

The apocope examples below include those words where syncope 
has already taken place, producing secondary consonant clusters; 
thus the sonority gradient must be calculated for both primary and 
secondary clusters. Moreover, the sonority indices for the Romance 
consonants will be used instead of the Latin ones, where relevant: 

French 
PO* 
lard 
c o u p  
chaud 
vingt 
chant 
ours 
chair 



no a ~ o c o ~ e  * h e b u  heaunle 
a h u  aune 
u h u  OF oume 
scarnu  OF eschame 
s o m u  sonme 
cubitu > *cubidu coude 
hosgire h6te 
male-habidu > *habidu malade 
tepidu tikde 
fra[ks] inu , frkne 
asinu ine - - 

simiu > * s i u u  singe 
duglu double 
f e h e  fii5vre 
lepore lii5vx-e 
P a m  pere 
rubeu > * r u b u  rouge 

Apocope occurred historically in French where the sonority gradient 
of the new branching coda was greater than 1; any coda whose 
gradient was less than or equal to this number was impermissible: 

French: A 5 1 

Any branching coda whose sonority gradient is not steep enough 
violates the constraint: 

Those structures violating the constraint undergo repair. 
Some words are exceptional in that they failed to undergo apocope, 

such as comte < comite, perhaps a semi-erudite form. Apocope fails in 
words like rumice > ronce,  where assibilation is involved. The velar 
consonant was palatalized before assibilation, and the resultant 
affricate + yod cluster has a rising sonority gradient, prohibiting 
apocope. 



The analysis presented here differs from McFetridge's in one 
important aspect, and accounts for data not accounted for in his 
analysis. He assumes that apocope predates vocalization of the velar 
obstruent in words like fructu > fruit, so that he calculates the 
resonancy gradient over the cluster d. This is a level gradient, so he 
concludes that apocope occurs after a level gradient, as in fructu > fruit 
and frisidu > froid, and after a decreasing gradient, as in carne ) chair. 

However other data show that apocope fails after a level gradient, 
as in ~ e ~ i d u  > ~ikde,  cubitu > coude and others (see above). Moreover, his 
analysis predicts apocope in words like alnu > aune, where it does not 
in fact occur, although the vowel is preceded by a decreasing 
resonancy gradient. 

These examples can be accounted for if it is assumed that 
vocalization of the velar obstruent predates apocope; thus in fructu > 

fruit and friqidu > froid, the velar has already palatalized by the time 
apocope applies, and the gradient must be measured over glide + 
obstruent: 

Latin French L s d 2 s l  
fructu > *fruytu fruit 8-.5 = 7.5 
frigidu > *friydu froid 8-1 = 7 

Apocope predictably occurs after a steeply decreasing gradient. 
The observation for French is that apocope fails to occur when the 

preceding cluster is either minimally decreasing (In in aune), flat (a 
in tiede), or increasing (u in pi&. 

The fact that apocope occurs after geminates, as in valle ) and 

ferru) fer is evidence for the early application of degemination, 1 

before apocope. 
Finally, it is interesting to observe that the condition governing 

the sonority gradient has relaxed over the history of French. The 
value of A has decreased between Old French and Modern French, for 

Modern French permits many types of clusters as word codas, even 
muta cum liquida clusters like pauvre and theitre; here the final vowel 
has been apocopated in the modern language, producing highly marked 



syllable codas [Hooper, 19761: [povr], [teatr]. The trend from Old French 
to Modern French has been to reduce the value of A: 

Old French: AII 
Modern French: A 5 -6 

Hooper [I9761 notes that, in Quebecois French, these marked codas 
are eliminated by dropping off the last consonant: [pov], [teat]. 

4.3.2.4. Latin 
The universality of the Branching Coda Constraint can be 

demonstrated by its application in other languages. 
In the preceding chapter, it was pointed out that deletion occurs in 

Latin fersc *feris but not in ducis. The new codas created by 
resyllabification are: 

f e r  i s  d u c  i s  

The Branching Coda Constraint specifies that, in Latin, new codas 
generated by vowel deletion must have a decreasing sonority 
gradient: 

rs r - s  = 7 - 4  = 3 
"cs c - s = .5 - 4 = -3.5 

The latter cluster has an increasing sonority gradient as it nears the 
margin, and is prohibited: 

Two points are noteworthy here. First; new clusters are governed 
by universal principles of syllable structure and are subject to 



stricter control than are existing codas. Original hS clusters 
(orthographic X) are attested in ='peacet and ='n ight1 ;  however 
vowel deletion is not permitted to generate clusters like these. 
New codas are subject to stricter principles than are existing codas. 

Second, the Branching Coda Constraint is a universal constraint, 
applying in those languages where branching codas are permitted. 
The constraint does not disallow in an absolute sense certain types 
of clusters, such as French [povr], but says that the sonority 
difference between the first and second consonant is less than or 
equal to some number I\ for a constraint violation to arise. The value 
of A is adjustable from language to language, and within the same 

language over time, as in French. 

4.4. Order of Operations 
In section 3.4 of the last chapter, the order of operations 

constituting vowel deletion was given as: 

1. Vowel Delinking 
2. Skeletal Deletion 
3. Segment Deletion 

Skeletal Deletion, followed by deletion of the nucleus node, triggers 
resyllabification, and the ensuing resyllabified structure is the 
domain of application for the syllable structure constraints outlined 
in this and the previous chapter. 

The constraints of this chapter include the Nonbranching Onset 
Constraint and the Nonbranching Coda Constraint, which forbid 
branching structures; and the Branching Onset Constraint and the 
Branching Coda Constraint, which monitor the sonority gradient of a 
cluster. 

The system of operations, including constraint domains and their 
associated repair strategies, is summarized below: 



1. Vowel Delinking 

Constraint domain: Delinked structure 
Constraints: Accented Vowel Constraint 

HR Positional Constraints 
Repair Strategy: Vowel Relinking Repair 

2. Skeletal Deletion, Nucleus Deletion and Resyllabification 

Constraint domain: Resyllabified structure 
Constraints: Coda Constraint 

Nonbranching Onset Constraint 
Nonbranching Coda Constraint 
Branching Onset Constraint 
Branching Coda Constraint 

Repair Strategy: Consonant Delinking 

Constraint: Consonant Extraprosodicity 
Constraint 

Repair Strategy: Resyllabifying Repair 

3. Unlicensed Segment Deletion 

It is clear that an important set of syllable structure constraints 
precedes Segment Deletion, which accounts for the conspiratorial or 
blocking effect of vowel deletion. 

4.5. Conclusion 
The failure of vowel deletion before and after consonant clusters 

was attributed to the legality of the ensuing syllable structure. 
A number of languages do not permit either branching onsets or 

codas, and vowel deletion 'consipires' not to produce such structures 
by repairing them when they are generated. In languages which 
permit branching structures, a different set of constraints monitors 
the sonority gradient over the cluster. 

The mechanism responsible for the blocking effect of vowel 
deletion involves a preliminary resyllabification, followed by the 
application of syllable structure constraints and repairs to 
constraint violations. Repair is carried out by resyllabifying the 



extrasyllabic consonant(s) with the delinked vowel, preserving the 
original structure of the word. 

The constraints outlined are parametric in the sense of Paradis 
[1988b]: they are "off/onW options for individual languages. For 
example, Yawelmani says no to the option of branching codas, and 
therefore has a negative constraint prohibiting them. French, on the 
other hand, says yes to the option and allows such structures; 
however, the structures are monitored by a relevant constraint 
which is further parameterized to reflect the permissible sonority 
sequence for individual languages. 

By assuming the interaction of universal syllable structure 
constraints with vowel deletion, a body of data from a number of 
languages can be accounted for in a unifying manner. 



5. Evidence for Repairs 

5.1 Introduction 
The analysis of vowel deletion presented in this thesis portrays 

the failure of deletion as the result of a repair strategy. Vowels are 
delinked, but if the resulting syllable structure is illegal the vowel 
is reassociated with the X-tier. 

In this chapter, it is demonstrated that reassociation of the vowel 
with the X-tier is the default case; other repair strategies are 
available and can override relinking of the vowel. These strategies 
include spreading of a consonant to the unassociated X slot, 
epenthesis, degemination, and consonant deletion. 

5.2. Consonant Spreading 
It was observed in section 2.2 that a phonological rule in some 

languages has the effect of spreading a consonant to the 
unassociated timing unit resulting from Vowel Delinking. Here it 
will be argued that this rule functions as a repair in Fanti. 

In Fanti, apocope of i and occurs after sonorants in rapid speech; 
the sonorants become syllabic and carry the tone [Welmers, 19461. 
Examples are: 

oslim'i - oslirii 'he served' 
oblir'i - obUr 'he beat' 
oton'i - oton 'he sold' 
okiw'i - okiw 'he fried' 
kSlnu - kiin 'touch it' 
6tatanwu - otatanw 'he hates you' 

but 
odi 'he gave' (*od) 
adikedi 'gift' 
mA-awlifu 'my parents' 
mbirikisi 'thicket' 
animguasi 'shame' 



The tone occurring on the final vowel in slow speech is transferred 
to the preceding sonorant in fast speech. Both the tone and the 
syllable remain after deletion of the vowel. 

The pattern in Fanti is therefore the following: 1) vowel deletion 
occurring after sonorants results in the sonorants now functioning 
as the syllable nucleus; 2) vowel deletion fails after nonsonorants. 
This pattern can be attributed to the assumption that this language 
does not permit a nucleus node which is unlicensed: 

Fanti uses the rule of consonant spreading as a repair strategy, 
relicensing the nucleus node. 

The nucleus constraint forbids the structure below for osfim'i:' 

The constraint against an unlicensed nucleus node triggers 
reassociation of the node with the preceding segment. Following 
Vennemann's [I9881 Nucleus Law that a nucleus is the more 
preferred the less its consonantal strength (the greater its 

'The tone features high and low are associated with the nucleus node at the time of 
delinking. 
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sonority), reassociation is permitted when the preceding segment is 
a sonorant. 

The final vowel is now lost, since the sonorant has taken over as the 
syllable peak. 

When the preceding segment is not a sonorant, it cannot be 
associated with the nucleus node. The constraint against an 
unlicensed nucleus node forces the default repair of relinking the X- 
slot with the vowel. In these cases, vowel deletion fails. 

Fanti illustrates the existence of a particular constraint on 
nucleus structure; its repair is consonant spreading in the case of 
sonorants, and relinking in the case of nonsonorants. 

5.3. Epenthesis 
Epenthesis of schwa is a repair strategy which can be used to 

resyllabify a sequence of unsyllabifiable consonants generated by 
vowel deletion. 

In Tamazight Berber, a dialect of Berber (an Afroasiatic language) 
spoken in Central Morocco, unaccented schwa deletes [Saib, 19781; 
any syllable structure violations are repaired through schwa 
epenthesis. 

Some examples from Saib are: 



He gives the following derivation 
the second example: 

axbam-ax 
axbmax 
a x s m a x  
x S m a x  

a s ~ i x  ' I  bought' 
x S m a x  (no gloss given) 
Bixfawin (pl. o f f .  sg. 8ixaf0 (no gloss))* 

to illustrate the development of 

syncope 
epenthesis 
syncope 

The epenthesis rule inserts schwa between the first and second 
consonants of a three-consonant cluster: -> x d m ;  and before the 
first consonant of an initial two-consonant cluster: E> =in a s ~ i x .  

Saib says that no word or syllable can begin with a consonant 
cluster. Intervocalic sequences of two consononants are 
heterosyllabic, as in &suf.san. 'they spat' (sufs'to spit'), but word-final 
branching codas are permissible as evidenced in the infinitive just 
given, a situation reminiscent of Iraqi Arabic. 

However delinking of schwa generates clusters of consonants that 
cannot be syllabified without violating the syllable structure 
constraints on branching structures. 

a x  b a r n  a x  

Berber provides a repair strategy in addition to the default strategy 
of relinking the schwa. Berber permits construction of a new 
syllable with the extraprosodic segment as coda and supplies a 
schwa as the nucleus of this new syllable. This results in a 
correctly syllabified structure: 

2~ccord ing  to Saib, the interdental fricative is lost before vowel deletion. 

1 1  1 



Deletion of the unlicensed schwas can now take place without any 
syllable structure violations, producing the attested form x d m a x .  

This account handles the deletion of the initial schwa: because the 
initial & can be syllabified as the onset of a syllable, the initial 
schwa can be delinked without creating violations of syllable 
structure constraints. 

5.4. Degemination 
In section 4.5.1.3, the failure of syncope after two consonants in 

Iraqi Arabic was attributed to the presence of constraints in this 
language which forbid branching structures (except at word 
margins). The failure of deletion is evident in staxdimat < "staxdamat 'she 

employed' and xannuiat c "xarn~aiat 'she scratched' compared with 7aklat < 
*7akalatm1she ate'. 

However, syncope occurs after geminates in the standard dialect 
(Baghdad), as in baddlat ( "baddalat, followed by degemination. Since 
tautosyllabic geminate clusters and mixed clusters both violate the 
Nonbranching Coda Constraint, the different treatment of geminates 
must be attributed to a different repair strategy. 

The source of the different treatment lies in the particular 
representation of geminates in autosegmental phonology, and to the 
fact that geminates have a different structure from other clusters. 
Geminates are interpreted as two timing units associated with a 
single segment [McCarthy,l986; Goldsmith, 19901: 



The skeletal slots may belong to different syllables, but are 
associated with a single segment. They have a different structure 
from mixed clusters, where each segment is associated with one 
timing unit. 

Because of their unique structure, geminates undergo degemination 
when tautosyllabic, independently of the vowel deletion data as in 
mazallha [ma~alha] 'her place' (ma7all 'place') and dazzni [dazni] 'he sent me' (& 
'send'), where the orthographic geminates represent a single 
consonant functioning as a coda [Erwin, 19691; thus [dami] < *dazz.ni. 

This repair is needed in the grammar of Iraqi independently of the 
vowel deletion data: 

Degemination Repair Strategy 

This repair is triggered by a violation of the Nonbranching Coda 
Constraint, and applies only to geminates, since they are strucurally 
distinct from other clusters. 

Baddlat ( *baddalat and staxdimat ( "stasdamat are therefore treated 
differently, since their underlying structures are different. The 
former word undergoes repair through degemination: 

b a d a I a t  b a d a l a t  

The unlicensed vowel is then deleted. 



The latter word does not meet the structural description of the 
Degemination Repair Strategy, and therefore cannot undergo this 
repair. Instead the Resyllabifying Repair Strategy licenses the 
consonant with the floating vowel, maintaining the original 
structure of the word, save for vowel reduction. 

The standard dialect demonstrates two repair strategies, which 
apply in a particular order: 

1 ) Degemination 
2) Resyllabifying Repair Strategy 

The ordering of the first repair strategy before the second permits 
syncope to take place after geminates. If the order were reversed, 
geminates would undergo the same repair as other clusters, and the 
attested form of [badlat] would be [baddilat], like [staxdimat]. 

In contrast to the standard language, in dialectal Iraqis 
degemination is not available as a repair strategy. A word-final 
geminate remains long, as in danlm [damm] 'blood'; branching codas are 
permissible in word-final position, as discussed in the last 
chapter.4 In this dialect, syncope fails after geminates, as after any 
other cluster of consonants, thus baddalat and staxdamat. In the former 
word, the syllable division falls between the geminates. 

No degemination occurs in this dialect, and it is therefore not 
available as a repair strategy. When extraprosodicity is generated, 
the only repair available is resyllabifying with the vowel. In other 
words, geminates are treated like any other cluster of consonants, 
and syncope thus fails here. 

Standard and dialectal Iraqi thus contrast in this regard, for the 
former has a repair strategy not available in the latter: 

3The dialect is spoken in the geographical middle of Iraq; the data were provided by 
Jumah Al Bayati (personal communication). 
41n the standard language, degemination even applies to word-final geminates [Erwin, 
19631. 
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Standard Dialectal 
1)  Degemination 1 )  ---  
2) Resyllabifying Repair 2) Resyllabifying Repair 
3) Segment Deletion 3) Segment Deletion 

Dialects may thus differ with regard to the presence or absence of a 
particular repair. 

5.5. Consonant Deletion 
Another repair strategy is deletion of the extraprosodic consonant. 

This strategy is attested in Lardil [Piggott, 19911. 
Lardil permits a single consonant in the coda position (no 

branching codas), and the consonant permitted in this position must 
be from the set of apical coronals, and, word-medially, the 
homorganic nasal counterpart of the following obstruent [Piggott, 
19911. 

Apocope occurs in this language, as in *yaluIu r yalul 'flame' and 
*karikari r karikar 'butter-fish', where codas conforming to the parochial 
principles of syllabification are created. In some instances, 
however, deletion creates codas that violate the parochial syllable 
structure constraints and therefore cannot be syllabified. In such 
cases, the extraprosodic consonant is repaired through consonant 
deletion, a device which is operative in the language independent of 
the vowel deletion cases, as in *qaluk > rp&'victory1 (cf. inflected 
nalukin) and *peren > pere'vagina' (cf. perenin). The following examples 
illustrate consonant deletion as a repair strategy after vowel 
deletion: 

Uniflected Inflected Gloss 
*putuka > putu putukan short 
*kantukantu > kantukan kantukantun red 
*yukarpa > yukar yukarpan husband 
*karwakarwa > karwakar karwakarwan wattle' 

In these cases, apocope creates structures not permissible as codas, 
either branching codas (*kantukant), or nonapical codas (*putuk). 

Kenstowicz [I  9941 gives the relevant constraint: 



*[-coron] (unless homorganic with following consonant) 

N' refers to the rhyme node. Constraint violations are repaired by 
deleting the extrasyllabic consonant: 

Consonant Deletion Repair Strategy 

By this repair, the attested forms kantukan and putu are generated. 
An additional note about Lardil is in order. Apocope and Consonant 

Deletion generate words like p u t u ~  *putukaL where the output has the 
required two moras, discussed in chapter 2. In words like mela, 

apocope would generate a word with only one mora, *mel, and must 
therefore be repaired by resyllabifying the final vowel, thus meeting 
the requirement for two moras. Two different repair strategies are 
therefore attested in this language. 

5.6. Historical Variation in Spanish 
In preceding sections, we have observed differences in repair 

strategies between different languages and different dialects. 
Below it will be demonstrated that differences may be observed 
over time within a single language. 

An historical phenomenon observed in Spanish is the application of 
different repair strategies at different times. As in Lardil, we see 
consonant deletion used as a repair strategy, but only for 
extraprosodicity generated by syncope. Apocope, occurring at a later 
date [Menendez Pidal, 19841, makes use of the more common 
Resyllabifying Repair Strategy. 

The historical precedence of syncope is evident in words where 
the medial vowel is lost but not the final vowel, as in L. nornine > S. 



nombre 'name' and L. salice > S. sauce 'sauce', for instance. Apocope fails 
after the two consonants created by syncope. 

Syncope occurred after single consonants and after clusters. Its 
occurrence after single consonants did not present a problem for 
resyllabification, but the case was different where consonant 
clusters were concerned. Here syncope generated sequences of three 
or more consonants requiring resyllabification. 

According to Menendez Pidal [ I  9841, the three consonants were all 
retained when the first was a nasal, liquid or 5, and the third was L 
or 1. Examples are: 

Latin Spanish Gloss 
temporhnu temprano early, soon 
Pompel6ne Pamplona (name) 
*comperTtre comprar buy 
alteru OS autro, mod. otro other 
ancora ancla anchor 
glandula landre swelling of the glands 

In these cases, we see the creation of typical syllable onsets 
consisting of obstruent + liquid: 

t e m p o r  a n o 

In words like temprano, the middle consonant joined with the 
following liquid to form the onset of the next syllable. Such onsets 
conform to universal principles of syllable structure. 

In words not meeting the conditions stated by Menendez Pidal, the 
middle consonant regularly elides: 



Latin 
hospi tale 
cornputare 
computu 
septimana 
vindicae 
masticae 
pantice 

Spanish 
hostal 
contar 
cuento 
OS sedniana, mod. semana 
vengar 
mascar 
panza 

Gloss 
inn 
to count, tell 
story, tale 
week 
to revenge 
chew 
belly 

In this class of words, resyllabification is not possible. If the 
middle consonant were resyllabified with the following syllable as 
part of the onset, as in ternprano, branching onsets are created which 
are highly marked by universal principles of syllable structure. 
Consider for example L. hospitale > *hosptale (S. hostal): 

Such onsets are delinked, since the second member is not sonorant 
enough. 

If the middle consonant is resyllabified with the preceding 
consonant, a branching coda is created in the preceding syllable: 

h o s p i t  a I e 

This structure is also delinked, because Spanish did not permit 
branching codas. All original branching codas inherited from Latin 
had been simplified by deletion of the final consonant, as in L. cantant 

> S. cantan 'they sing' and sunt > son ' they are', because the Nonbranching 
Coda Constraint came into effect in Spanish, as in Portuguese. 



Structures such as the above which were generated by vowel 
deletion were in violation of this constraint, and could not be 
syllabified. The resulting extraprosodicity was repaired by 
Consonant Deletion, as in Lardil, yielding the correctly syllabified 
hostal. 

The intermediate structures for temprano and hostal are thus 
structurally distinct, the latter being characterized by 
extraprosodicity and requiring repair: 

t e m p  o r a  n o  h o s p i t  a I e 

Consonant Deletion rectifies this problem. 
At the time of apocope, branching word-final codas were tolerated 

for a short period of time, and such structures are seen in Old 
Spanish mont 'mountain' < L. monte and dond, dent 'where' < deunde. However, 
the Nonbranching Coda Constraint came into effect in word-final 
position as well, and all those words which contained branching 
codas underwent repair. As a result, we see in the modern language 
the retention of 2 after two consonants:5 

Latin S~an i sh  Gloss 
monte monte mountain 
septem sie te seven 
deunde donde where 
iste este this 
arte arte art 
forte fuerte strong 

The reappearance of the vowel here is contrasted with its complete 
loss after a single consonant, as in L. pane > S. pan'bread', mare > S. mar 
'sea', and &>  S. !@'bed1. Note also the failure of vowel deletion in the 

5A few of the Old Spanish apocopated forms have remained in the modern language, 
such as mil c and eran c grande. 
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plural, as in mares, which would otherwise generate a branching coda 
('mars). 

The repair strategy used for constraint violations generated by 
apocope is the familiar one of resyllabifying the consonant with the 
unlicensed vowel. This strategy ensures that the original structure 
of the word is preserved. When the Nonbranching Coda Constraint 
came into effect word-finally, extraprosodicity arose in those 
words already containing a coda: 

The repair relicenses the final vowel and resyllabifies with the 
extraprosodic consonant. 

This strategy preserves the original structure of the word, in 
keeping with the Preservation Principle. In constrast to this are the 
isolated examples which underwent Consonant Deletion, such as 
< L. grande 'big', where less of the original word remains. 

In the historical record for at least one language, therefore, we 
see the presence of two different repair strategies applying at 
different times to alleviate the same problem, extraprosodicity: 
Consonant Deletion and the Resyllabifying Repair Strategy. Different 
languages may have different repair strategies, and the same 
langauge may have different strategies at different times in its 
history. 

5.7. Conclusion 
This chapter has focussed on repair strategies which individual 

languages exploit to repair violations to syllable structure 
constraints caused by delinking a vowel. These strategies include 
consonant spreading, vowel epenthesis, degemination and consonant 



deletion. Further, dialectal and historical variation is attested with 
some repairs. 



6. Conclusion 

The thesis has demonstrated that the conditions for vowel 
deletion established by McFetridge can be reanalyzed as conditions 
on syllable structure. By reference to a higher level of phonological 
organization, the syllable, identical conditions which must be stated 
for distinct vowel deletion rules are instead stated once, at the 
level of the syllable. 

In addition, the conditions on syllable structure account for a 
wider range of facts than do conditions on the application of vowel 
deletion rules. For example, the failure of vowel deletion in 
Rumansch when sonorants both precede and follow is not 

immediately predicted by conditions on vowel deletion, but is 
handled better by constraints on syllable structure. The same holds 
true for Chi-Mwiini, where deletion before voiceless nonsonorants 
and deletion after nasals are attributable to the type of onset 
cluster created by deletion, rather than to the environments 
triggering the application of the deletion rules; two distinct vowel 
deletion rules can instead be reanalyzed as the application of a 
single onset cluster constraint. 

Further, the relevant syllable structure constraints are formal 
representations of general syllable structure principles, and are 
parameterized as in McFetridge's analysis. Syllable structure 
constraints are described as general prohibitions against types of 
structure; their parameterization permits particular languages to 
make adjustments to allow a greater or lesser range of syllable 
shapes. For instance, the prohibition in Old French against k codas 
but their permissibility in Modern French is accounted for by an 
adjustment downward on the Branching Coda Constraint over the 
course of history; thus the modern language permits a greater range 
of syllable codas than did the old one. 

The Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies provides the 
mechanism for accounting for the blocking effect of vowel deletion 
when illegal syllable structure is generated, since, in this model, 
phonological rules are formulated to be as context-free as possible, 



permitting constraints to decide i f  the ensuing structure or content 
is permissible; repairs are available to mend constraint violations. 

It has been demonstrated here that repair strategies are essential, 
for they provide the mechanism by which violations of syllable 
structure are fixed. Further, the unlicensed vowel is deleted as a 
last resort, so that it remains available for repair. 
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